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Aging In Hollywood

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Hollywood Group investigated the Hollywood District to assess how well its built
environment and neighborhood services meet the needs of its substantial elder population.
A goal was to connect the concerns expressed by seniors and their hopes for the future of
the area to other visions for Hollywood currently being developed.

Background
Planning for the needs of the elderly is of critical importance, as the elderly are the fastest
growing segment of the U.S. population. In Hollywood, seniors comprise 27 percent of the
district's population. The trends of a larger, older, wealthier, more ethnically diverse, and
more auto-dependent elder population will have great implications at the community level.
The diversity of their needs will affect the demand for housing alternatives, public services,
community facilities, and transportation options.

The Aging in Hollywood Project
The Aging in Hollywood Project provides a senior perspective on such issues as community
design, transportation and access, neighborhood services, housing choices and community
involvement. Public outreach activities were the primary methods used to gather input from
the Hollywood elder population on these issues. Methods used included focus groups,
interviews, a neighborhood walk, and the development and application of a community
design assessment fonn oriented to the needs of seniors.
Input from seniors about living arrangements revealed that most sought to remain in their
present homes as long as possible, and that if changing needs made moving necessary, they
wanted to remain in the same area. Some seniors may be leaving the Hollywood area
because they can no longer maintain their homes and because few housing alternatives exist.
Hollywood's assortment of neighborhood services is a big attraction for many seniors,
although the district's lack of a supennarket is seen as a major problem. Elder residents were
receptive to the idea of new mixed-use development in the area, but it was important to
them that places providing needed goods and services remain. Concerns about Hollywood's
pedestrian environment were prominent, especially regarding problems in crossing Sandy
Boulevard, suggesting the need to place a greater priority on improving pedestrian facilities
in the area.

Lessons Learned
Input from elders regarding services and land uses in the Hollywood District suggests that
their hopes for the future of the area do not conflict in any basic way with visions presently
being developed by the City of Portland. Where sensitivity to the needs of elders becomes
most important is in the details: in the design and condition' of pedestrian, transit, and
automotive infrastructure and facilities; in regulations for what housing types are to be
allowed or encouraged; and in how planners reach out and communicate with elders.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Hollywood District has long served as a center of community activity for Portland's
inner and central northeast side. Hollywood and the adjacent neighborhoods of Laurelhurst,
Grant Park, and RQse City Park flourished through the expansion. of the arterial streetcar
network connecting to downtown Portland. The rise of auto transportation along the Sandy
Boulevard streetcar line lead to the development of Hollywood as a commercial hub.
There was a great increase in residential development from this point through the post
World War II era. Many of the families that moved to the area in the late 1940's and early
1950's still have family members residing there. Hollywood in particular retains a high
percentage of seniors compared to nearby neighborhoods and Portland as a whole.

1. Project Description .and Purpose
The Hollywood Group investigated the Hollywood District to assess how well the needs of
its substantial elder population are being met and to connect their hppes for the future of the
area to other visions for Hollywood that are being developed. What will be singular about
the elderly population of the future will be its diversity. They will be more broadly
representative in terms of race, socioeconomic status, political beliefs, religious orientation
and health status than ever before (Kutza 1990). The awareness that all older persons are
not alike is just beginning to permeate the public consciousness. If we are to pr~pare for an
aging society we must understand the diversity of our aging population and how to respond
to it (Bass et al 1990).
This trend of a larger, older, and more diverse elder population will have great implications
at the community level. This ch.anging elder population will affect the qemand for housing
alternatives, transportation asslstance, medical services and other community needs. The
ability of a community to respond to these needs will be directly related to how well they are
able to integrate the elder popUlation into their planning efforts (Howe et al 1994).
The primary purpose of this project was to provide a senior perspective on such issues as
community design, transportation and access, neighborhood land uses and services, housing
choices, and community involvement. The elder-oriented public outreach strategies
developed as a result of this project will s,erve to inform planners undertaking future public
outreach efforts in Portlapd and the rest of the region. This project presents .an opportunity
to set an example, modeling how the needs and input of the elderly can be included in future
planning efforts for other areas of the metropolitan region.

2. Current Planning ~fforts in Hollywood
The Portland Planning Bureau is currently conducting a Town Center and Main Street
planning effort known as the Hollywood and Sandy Project for the Hollywood District. The
purpose of the City's plan is to adopt strategies to implement Town Center, Station
Community, and Main Street design concepts, which are fundamental to the Region 2040
Growth Concept. The project will s.et the direction for the area's future and examine both
short and long-term redevelopment potential for the area.
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Region 2040 Growth Concept
The Region 2040 Growth Concept establishes a general policy direction for managing
growth in the metropolitan region through the year 2040. A primary p~ose of the Growth
Concept is to accommodate the estimated 720,000 additional residents who will live in the
tri-county Portland region by the year 2040. A number of mixed-use, higher-density areas
have been designated to help accommodate this growth and to aid in the development of a
multi-modal transportation system. These mixed-use areas are each designated as one of
several design types. Outlined below are the design types relevant to the Hollywood
District.

•

•

•

Town Centers are areas with concentrations of employment and housing that provide
access to a variety of goods and services. Town Centers are intended to be walkable
areas with mixed residential and commercial land uses and frequent transit service.
Station Communities are areas of housing, employment and supporting commercial
activities centered on a light rail or high capacity transit station that featUre a high quality
pedestrian environment.
Main 'Streets are mixed-use corridors that provide neighborhood shopping with
residential and some cbmmercial and office uses along a street.

The Hollywood district is designated as a Town Center and a portion is designated as a
Station Community. Sandy Boulevard and Broadway Street are both designated as Main
Streets.

3. Project Methodology and Clients
The project team undertook a number of research gathering techniques, outlined below, to
obtain information from a wide variety of sources on aging and community design issues, as
well as on specific Hollywood area concerns. Of primary importance was the opportunity to
meet and interact with the Hollywood senior community.
Literature Review
A review of literature on planning and aging issues was undertaken to ground the team
members in planning issues affecting the senior population. This information assisted the
group in formulating meaningful questions for use in focus groups and expert interviews.
Article
An article was included in the January edition of the Hollywood Senior Center (HSC)
newsletter, with the purpose of informing its me~bership of the project. The article
outlined the purpose of the project, introduced the project team, and provided dates for
upcoming focus groups. Included were a few brief questions to initiate thoughts on how
senior center members perceive the Hollywood area. A return address and a general e-mail
address were included to allow feedback, in addition to the placement of a collection folder
at the HSC front desk. We received thirty-six responses from a total of 3,000 mailings. It
should be noted that the senior centet has a core group of 400 active members.
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Display Boards
Display boards were on view at the HSC to engage the center users in thinking about
planning for the future of the Hollywood District, and to heighten awareness of the City's
efforts. The display boards included results of the City's charette visioning process,
historical photos ilb,lstrating neighborhood change, a map where members could pinpoint
problem areas in the district through the use of notes. As little feedback was received, the
use of maps and illustrative graphics were not found to be a particularly effective method for
gathering infonnaciot;1.
Focus Groups
Three focus groups were held; two at the HSC and one for residents of the Hollywood
Towne House, a market-rate apartment building that has a 97% senior population. The
purpose of the focus groups was to explore,
brainstonn and dimension concerns participant
had regarding three ma.jor planning issues:
transportation, housing and neighborhood services.
A set of open-ended questions was used to gather
input. There were between 6 to 8 participants in
each focus group. Focus group participants were
overwhelmingly female (17 of 21 participants),
between 65 to 85 years old, active, had lived in the
area for a number of years, and used the
Hollywood commercial area extensively. The focus groups provided the majority of the
infonnation that,was collected for this project. It was detennined that the level and quality
of the infonnation gathered depended greatly on how the questions were worded.
Expert Interviews
Interviews were conducted with members of Elders in Action (EIA) and other experts on
aging issues including Nancy Chapman and Elizabeth Kutza of Portland State University,
and Rozanne Costanzo from Multnomah County Aging and Disability Services. The
purpose of the interviews was to learn about general and specific aging issues from people
who address these issues on a,daily basis. The interviews supplemented the infonnation
gathered in the focus groups and research, and provided an opportunity to expand our scope
of issues.
Other Interviews
Interviews with some Hollywood business owners were completed to provide insight into
their relationship with the senior" population, specifically regarding any needs and services
they provide to the elderly population. The responses gathered reinforce'the notion that
seniors comprise a large share of the local businesses' clientele. Sandi Slaughter, the
Hollywood Towne House manager, was also interviewed and provided a comprehensive
overview as to why seniors have chosen to live in the Hollywood Towne House building.
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Elder Friendly Community Design Assessment
An assessment form was developed to evaluate the Hollywood District to help assess how
well it meets the needs of elders, or the level of its "elder friendliness." The survey was
based on the exist41g elder friendly business survey that Elders in Action (EIA) presently
administers. EIA volunteers were instrumental in developing the survey, which was
presented to EIA for use by their members elsewhere in the Portland region. Details of how
Hollywood faired will be discussed later in the report. A copy of the survey is found in
'
Appendix G.
Neighborhood Walk
A neighborhood walk was completed with seniors who had previously taken part in the
focus groups and were interested in further discussing the project and pointing out specific
problems or issues. A number of issues were raised, including pedestrian connections, stre,et
crossing difficulties and access to the MAX station. The participants were very enthusiastic,
took the initiative in discussing ideas and identified a number of areas that could be
improved.

4. Client and Advisors
Our client was the Portland Planning Bureau, which provided overall project guidance. The
Hollywood Group served as a bridge between the Portland Planning Bureau and the senior
community, working independently to assist the City in achieving their public 'outreach goals
for the Hollywood and Sandy Project. This project provides the Planning Bureau with input
from the Hollywood senior community for use in their planning process for the area.
Elders in Action, a non-profit advocacy group based in Portland, served in an advisory
capacity. Their mission is to "assure a vibrant community through the active involvement of
older adults." EIA participated in early exploratory interviews, helped with the elder-friendly
assessment of the Hollywood commercial area, and facilitated contact with segments of the
senior community.
The Hollywood Senior Center, under the direction
of Jim Paynter, also served in an advisory capacity.
HSC was founded in 1973, and is open every day
to "promote health, independence and well-being
for elder adults." The HSC provided space for
focus groups and display boards for the project. In
addition, their members were the primary
participants in two of the three focus groups.
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II. PROJECT CONTEXT
1. Trends and Conditions Affecting the Eld,erly Population
Lifestyle Changes of the Elderly
In attempting to define a community environment that is hospitable to seniors, it is
imperative that planners have an understanding of the normal aging process. The aging
process affects each mdividual differently. Many of the changes we associate with aging,
such as forgetfulness, joint stiffness or senility, may be caused by disease and not the natural
aging process (Howe et al1994). Many mobility problems are the result of motor disabilities
such as arthritis and are disease-related and not aspects of normal aging. Unfortunately, our
society has a negative attitude toward a loss of independence and the need for assistance.
Old age and illness are synonymous terms in our culture (Tirrito et al 1996).
Chronic diseases have replaced acute conditions as the greatest health risks for older adults.
The most frequent chronic conditions in persons over age sixty-five are arthritis (49
percent), hypertension (37 percent), hearing impairments (32 percent), and heart disease (30
percent) (Tirrito et al 1996). All of these conditions affect how well an elder person would
be able to use the Hollywood commercial area.
Vision impairment, hearing loss, and decreased strength and agility are among the most
common aging changes. These happen gradually as part of the aging process and begin
much earlier in the life cycle. Many age-related changes, such as these, require re-adoption
to the environment. Studies show that older people that have remained active athletically
and mentally retained their learning capacity and reaction time. (Howe et al 1994 & Tirrito
et al1996).
As people become older, their lifestyles and needs typically change. The physical, mental
and sensory changes that occur in old age affect the ability to drive, which in tum limits their
ability to live independently. As individuals progress from being young aparttnent,dwellers,
to raising. families, to retirement, to mobility-constrained old age, they are often forced to
move from one neighborhood to another as their housing needs change. Together with
separated land use patterns that make automobile travel almost indispensable for daily
routines and social exchange, this often severely compromises the ability of the elderly to be
full participants in mainstream society or to engage in cross'-generational social exchange.
Population Trends of the Elderly
According to the 1990 Nationwide Personal Transportation Survey (NPTS), the elderly as a
group (ages 65 and over) are the fastest growing segment of the U.S. population, and the
very elderly (ages 85+) are the fastest growing component of that group. Between 1980 and
1990, the segment of the U.S. population over 65 grew by about 20 percent. In Oregon, the
elderly population grew 28.5 percent in the 1980s and 12.1 percent during the 1990s.
Approximately 437,000 people, or 13.6 percent of Oregon's total population, are age 65 or
older -- higher than the national average of 12.7 percent (Oregonian 1998). The national
population data presented in Table 1 below summarizes the proportional distribution of the
elderly population for ages 65+ between 1970 and 1990:
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Table 1
National Distribution of the Elderly Population for Persons Age. 65+, 1970-1990
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1970

1980

1990

Percent Change
1970 - "1990

65-69

35.0%

34.3%

32.4%

-70/0

70-74

27.3

26.6

25.7

-6

75-79

19.2

18.8

19.6

+2

80-84

11.4

11.5

12.6

+11

"

85+

7.1

8.8

9.7

+37

~

Age Cohort

~
~

t".
~

t"""-'\

t"""-'\

~

Source: NPTS, 1990

t"""-'\

Table 1 shows that between 1970 and 1980, the age cohorts 75+ have increased as a total
percentage of the U.S. population, wi.th the greatest increase in the 85+ population. The
total percentage of the elderly population over 85 years of age increased from 7.1 percent in
1970 to 9.7 percent in 1990, an overall increase of 37 percent. Conversely, the 65-69 age
group experienced a 7 percent decrease during the same 20-year period, from 35 percent to
32.4 percent.

r"'\

As the baby boomers (those born between 1946 and 1964) enter into elderly age cohorts by
2010, the overall proportion of persons ages 65+ is projected to increase substantially. This
aging of the population is expected to have a significant impact on Oregon's metropolitan
areas in respect to changes in travel behavior, future housing needs, the provision of public
services, and the allocation of public resources to meet the needs of the elderly.

Table 2
City of Portland and Hollywood District Population by Age CQhort: 19~0-1990
Change (1980-1990)
1980
1990
City of
Age
Hollywood City of
Hollywood City of Portland Hollywood
Cohort: Pordand
District
Portland
District
District
91,979 (25%) 193 (130/0)
608 (41%)
220,750
(60%)
55,188 (15%) 682 (46%)
65+
Total
367,917
1,482
Source: 1980 and 1990 U.S. Census

<20
20-64

98,154 (210/01
299,137 (64%)
65,436 (14%)
467,401

I

229 (16%)
814 (57%)

6,175 (6.70/0)
78,387 (35.5%)

36 (18.7%)
206 (33.9%)

386 (27%)
1,428

10,248 (18.6)
99,484 (27 % )

-296 (-43.4%)
-54 (-3.60/0)

Table 2 compares the distribution of age groups for the City of Portland and the Hollywood
District between 1980 and 1990. The total population for the City of Pordand increased by
almost 100,000 residents (27 percent), wi.th over one-third of this increase in the 20-64 age
group and about 18.6 percent in the 65+ age group. The overall percentage of the elderly
population citywide has remained relatively unchanged between 1980 and 1990, comprising
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about 15 percent of the total population. In contrast, the Hollywood area has actually lost
approximately 3.6 percent of its population during this period. More striking is the
substantial decrease in the elderly population in the Hollywood area from about 46 percent
of the population to about 27 percent in 1990, a decrease of about 43 percent. This may be
attributed to the large number of long-term residents in the Hollywood area who have aged
in place. Typically, they are selling their homes to younger families and moving out of the
area into other areas that can better serve their needs (Bruno 1999). Overall, however, the
Hollywood District still contains a substantially higher percentage of elderly residents
compared to the city~ with approximately 27 percent of the residents age 65+ compared to
the 14 percent average for the City of Portland as a whole in 1990.
Travel Patterns of the Elderly

The 1990 Nationwide Persona/Transportation Suroey
The NPTS indicates that the elderly as a group drove approximately 20 percent more miles
in 1990 than they had in 1983, with those over 70 years of age driving about 40 percent
more miles. A number of factors have contributed to this including: 1) an increase in the
number of elderly living in suburban areas, which typically requires more driving to access
needed services and other opportunities than those who live in central city areas; 2) better
health care and a generally more active lifestyle than previously; and 3) a more affluent
elderly population with a greater .amount of disposable income. However, the NPTS also
found that the number of trips dropped substantially-after age 65 with the greatest decrease
in trips occurring when people approach 85 years of age. Table 3 contains a summary of
NPTS findings illustrating several key parameters of urban travel patterns.

Table 3
.K~ey Parameters 0 fUb
r an T rave,
I 1990

Age Cohort

Average Daily Person
Trips

Average Daily Miles
Traveled

65+
(Average)

(% Change from
2.02
Previous Age Cohort)

14.75 (% Change from
Previous Age Cohort)

60-64

2.74

22.49

-

-

Average Daily Vehicle
Trips
1.38
COlo Change from
Previous Age Cohort)
2.06

-

65-69

2.45

(-11 %)

70-74

2.14

(-13%)

14.59

(-28%)

1.47

(-15%)

75-79

1.8

(-16%)

11.82

(-19%)

1.24

(-16%)

80-84

1.32

(-27%)

8.84

(-25%)

0.82

(-34%)

85+

0.88

(-33%)

3.32

(-62%)

0.44

(-46%)

20.24

(-10%)

1.72

(-17%)

Source: NPTS, 1990
Between the age groups 60-64 and 85+, average daily personal trips declined by almost 68
percent with the greatest decline (33 percent) for persons 85+. Average daily miles traveled
has also declined substantially for ages 85+ with a decrease of about 85 percent between
ages 60-64 and 85+. Average daily vehicle trips also declined as people age, with a decrease
of about 80 percent between the age groups of 60-64 and 85+. Although, as individuals, the
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elderly are driving more miles and taking more trips then they had in 1983, the overall
number of trips and miles traveled still decreased dramatically, particularly for t~ose over 85
years of age. The findings from the NPTS suggests that the associated changes in travel
behavior by the elderly will influence the development of future urban transportation
planning policy in o~der to me~t the growing mobility needs of the elderly population.
In urban areas, the NPTS revealed that dependence of the elderly on private automobiles,
both as passengers and drivers, has increased substantially. In 1983, between 75 and 87
percent of the 60+ population relied on private automobiles for all personal trips. These
percentages increased from 77 to 93 in 1990. None of the 60+ population relied on private
automobiles for less than 75 percent of all personal trips between 1983 and 1990.
Conversely, the use of public transit by the elderly fell from an average of 4 percent in 1983
to 2 percent in 1990. Walking by the elderly has also decreased as an overall percentage of
personal trips, from an average of 14 percent in 1983 to nine percent in 1990. However,
even though walking as a travel mode declined, it represents a relatively large share of total
personal trips made by the elderly relative to other non-automobile modes. It should also be
noted that almost all trips by automobile also include a pedestrian component.
2. Demographic Profile of the Hollywood Area

Figure 1 shows the changes in the demographic profile of the general Hollywood/Sandy
Boulevard area for selected census tracts between 1980 and 1996. As illustrated, the number
of persons age 60+ has been steadily decreasing in each of the census tracts in this area. The
60+ population in the area is predominantly white (approximately 90 percent of the total
senior population). Although non-whites are a relatively small percentage of the total elderly
population, the number of elderly Asians have increased substantially compared to other
races. Between 1980 and 1996, Asians age 60+ have increased from only 0.5 percent of the
elderly population to 6.6 percent. This is likely the result of the growing Asian population in
the Rose City area immediately northeast of Hollywood.
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The overall decrease in the elderly popu1ation is especially evident in the center of the
Hollywood District, within U.S. Census Tract 27.02. The demographic profile in Table 4
shows the change in the population in the center of the Hollywood District for each five
year age cohort between 1990 and 1996. The 25 through 44 age cohorts make up the largest
share of the Holl~ood population. The number of these younger adults has been
increasing during this period, particularly the 40-44 year olds. This group is composed of
younger families that are replacing the Post WWII families that have aged in place and are
now either moving out of the Hollywood district or have died (Bruno 1999). With the
exception of the 80-84 cohort, each of the 60+ age groups has decreased between 1990 and
1996. Table 4 shows a substantial decrease in the 65-69 cohort in both 1990 and in 1996.
During this period, the total number of Hollywood residents between ages 65-69 in 1990
decreased by over 60 percent, as this group moved into the next age cohort in 1996. This
decrease can also be seen in the 70-74 age group in 1990, as they moved into the next age
group in 1996. One possible explanation is that as people reach retirement age, they are
cashing in on their home equity and selling to younger families.
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III. ELDERS' PERSPECTIVES ON HOLLYWOOD ~ ITS FUTURE

1. Housing
Existing housing options in the Hollywood area
Since World War II, two developmental phenomena significantly changed the predominantly
single-family residential character of the Hollywood neighborhood. Following World War
II, Hollywood experienced another wave of largely automobile-oriented.commercial
development. Homes located between NE Hancock to NE Tillamook and.NE 39~ to NE
42nd Avenues were removed to accommodate off-street parking and new.businesses. In the
1960s and 1970s, the residential character of the southeast area of the Hollywood District
was changed with the construction of a few high rise apartment buildings.
Although originally built by the Housing Authority of Portland (HAP) as low-income senior
housing, Hollywood East now provides 299 studio units for individuals with an annual
income at or below 50 percent of the median family income level. Housing authorities
across the nation have begun to house substantial numbers of elderly persons and younger
persons with disabilities together for various reasons. In the 199':1 HAP Mixed Population
Planning Committee Report, a May 1995 estimate
places the Hollywood East<elde.tly population (HUD
defines elderly as persons aged 62 and older) at 40.1
percent.
The Hollywood Towne House provides 120 one and
two-bedroom units, and has been a namrally
occurring retirement community (NORC) for the
past 15 to 20 years due to word-of-mouth reputation
among local seniors. According to Sandi Slaughter,
the resident manager, 97 percent of the residents are
over 55 (see Appendix C). Rents range from $675 to
$725 for one-bedroom apartments and from $775 to
$825 for two-bedroom apartments, and there are
waiting lists for both kinds 'Of units.
Existing Comprehensive Plan Designations in the Hollywood neighborhood (the area
bounded by NE 37th Avenue to NE 48th Avenue, and 1-84 to NE Thompson Street) include
roughly equal amounts of Residential 2,500 (2,500 square foot lot per housing unit) and
Residential 5,000, (5,000 square foot lot per housing unit) and a lesser amount of Low
density multi-family 2,000 (2,000 square foot lot per housing unit). However, existing
residential land use north of the Sandy Boulevard commercial development is singularly
1920s-era, single-family residential, with the exception of four multi-family and two duplex
properties. The owner occupanty rate was 44 percent in 1990.
A new townhouse development on Tillamook Street was designed with stairs accessing
housing units located above garages. Elders participating in our neighborhood walk did not
find these to be practical housing options for them, as the lengthy stairs make them
inaccessible. Beyond construction of these seven new units, there has been very little new
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sirtgle..family construction in this well-established
neighborhood due largely to lack of available vacant
land. A dearth of large land parcels has also
impacted multi-family development, along with
recent flat rent levels.
Interview and focus group feedback suggest that the
elderly are moving out of the Hollywood area due to
older home maintenance, property taxes and the lack
of housing options. In addition to general
maintenance, 70-year-old homes typically require
expensive system updates (i.e., electrical, heating,
plumbing, siding, insulation and windows) or
replacements. This places a burden on those living
on fixed incomes. Those to whom we spoke
indicated the desire to stay in the same neighborhood until it was absolutely necessary to
move. The Hollywood neighborhood, in short, is currently in the process of turning over.
In 1997, the National Association of Home Builders ranked the Portland region as the
second least affordable city on the west coast based on an index of median income and
median home prices. Selling prices for Northeast Portland homes averaged $151,000 in
1997, and $173,000 in January 1999 (1999 Regional Multiple Listing Service). Housing
prices increased 9 percent annually between 1993 and 1997 (Bruno, 1999). Housing in
Hollywood is appreciating faster than both the inflation rate and any social security benefit
increases. If present trends continue, lack of available land will continue .tp exert upward
pressure on existing housing prices in similarly built-out neighborhoods, and single and fixed
income households will be increasingly less able to afford homes (Bady 1997).
Interest among elders in future housing possibilities in Hollywood
The elders to whom we spoke were for the most part supportive of mixed-use housing
options. Housing located above the new Hollywood Branch Library was suggested, and'this
idea, as well as other examples such as the Belmont Dairy and Glisan Street Station, received
positive feedback from them.
New, multi-story buildings would require elevators, and safety and noise issues would have
to be addressed. (see Appendix C). Given the long-standing waiting list for Hollywood
Towne House apartments, demand exists for similar buildings that provide parking, secured
entry and a resident manager. One senior couple-to whom we spoke decided to live in a
one-bedroom unit, despite their preference for the more in-demand two-bedroom units.
Elders also expressed interest in mixed-age housing facilities for seniors and younger families
in Hollywood, and congregate care facilities for seniors (see Appendix A). Age-integrated
facilities can offer an expanded social role for the elderly, as residents in an age-segregated
facility may have nothing more in common than their age cohort and address (Hoglund
1985).
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Housing Options
Housing options specifically targeted for seniors should cover a range along the continuum
of care, answering the need for both privacy and independence: from independent-living
garden apartments,.aging-in-place, shared and ECHO housing, to congregate care and
assisted living facilities. (Goldman 1996; Howe et
al1994) Aging-in-place and continuing care
~ -facilities in particular offer opportunities for
continued community involvement, by providing a
continuum of care from independent living to
assisted care at the same facility. This reduces the
necessity to leave behind familiar neighborhoods
and social connections at an age when people are
typically only willing to move if necessary (Green
et al1975;Jones 1997; Romano 1997). Western
European countries have been successfully
developing non-traditional senior housing models since the 1970's, expanding options far
beyond nursing homes (Hoglund 1985). The fact that the Hollywood Towne House has a
waiting list (composed mostly of elders from nearby neighborhoods who want to remain in
the area), and observations that elders were leaving the Hollywood area because they could
no longer maintain their houses, suggests that there is both a need and a demand for more
housing options for elders in the Hollywood District
t"'"".

Policy implications
Nationally, the demand for senior housing is expected to grow linearly unti12010, and then
exponentially through 2030 ohnson 1997). Although senior housing loans returned from
11.1 percent to 14.6 percent in 1995, unfamiliarity and lack of investor comfort have kept
pension funds and other institutional investors away. This is changing, however, and
investors are becoming more receptive (Roulac 1998; Williams 1997). Major lodging
companies are also responding to demographics by entering the ·assisted living market,
viewed as a cheaper altemative to nursing homes (Rowe 1996). Increased local community
development corporation capacity, low income tax credits, tax increment financing, real
estate investment trusts (REITs) and public-private partnerships are possible tools to
encourage more housing in this area. Developers to -whom we spoke stressed the need to
finance senior housing by offering inducements (in dIe form of equity vehicles or direct
government involvement such as tax abatements), versus a regulatory approach (see
Appendix C).

a

Based on Metro's Region 2040 Framework Plan adopted in December 1997, the Planning
Bureau has set a housing target of roughly 1000 new units for the Hollywood Town Center.
Moreover, the Metropolitan Housing Rule (established citywide to comply with the
requirements of Statewide Planning Goal 10) stipulates that at least 50 percent of new
residential units be attached single family housing or multiple family housing, to achieve an
overall density of at least 10 units per acre. This density is not significantly higher than the
surrounding, predominantly R5-zoned single-family Grant Park, Rose City Park and
Laurelhurst neighborhoods. To make the Hollywood District a viable town center, main
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street and station community, however, opportunities for increased residential uses for a
diverse population need to be identified and analyzed.
Given limited land availability (particularly within the one half mile Station Community area),
multi-family housing options must be created that appeal to a wide segment of the
neighborhood population, including seniors. A focus group participant suggested using
existing underutilized surface parking for new housing. Although there is demand for
market rate senior housing as evidenced by the Hollywood Towne House waiting list,
affordable options for those with limited incomes need to be included. Nationally, lack of
affordable senior housing has been partially due to for-profits having become involved in the
financing, ownership and management of senior housing since the mid-1980s. While some
of this housing need can potentially be met by market-rate development, it is likely that the
City will need to become involved if new multi-family housing is to be made available in
Hollywood to the many seniors with only moderate resources. Strategies should also. be
identified to assure that a range of affordable neighborhood services could be maintained in
town center areas, allowing them to meet the needs of their residents ana those of
surrounding neighborhoods.

2. Neighborhood Services
Past research has suggested the importance of neighborhood services in allowing individuals
to maintain some measure of independence in their lives once their ability to drive becomes
compromised. Having needed services within walking distance not only allows elders to
maintain control of their lives, but also to interact with the larger community, to socialize,
and thus to continue to feel connected to the rest
of the community. Services that some research has
found are especially useful to have close by include
grocery stores, banks, libraries, pharmacies,
churches, senior centers, and restaurants (Carp &
Carp1982; Lawton 1986).
Discussions with elders who live in or near the
Hollywood District support this perspective.
Among residents of the Hollywood Towne House,
the neighborhood's range of shops and services
were primary reasons for their choosing to live in Hollywood. Among the neighborhood
services most often cited as being used by focus group participants were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pharmacies
Banks
Restaurants
The library
The 42nd Street Station postal station
Hair dressers
The Broadway Medical Clinic
Churches
The Hollywood Senior Center

••,,0
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While elder residents were very receptive to the idea of more mixed~use development in
Hollywood, it was important to them that business providing services such as these remain.
Focus group discussions and the HSC questionnaire revealed that most Hollywood Senior
Center users, the ~ajority of whom do not live in the Hollywood District, also use these
same services in the neighborhood. Of all Hollywood services, restaurants were identified as
being frequented by more questionnaire respondents (640/0 -- see Appendix B) than any
other type of service, perhaps emphasizing the social role that restaurants play for many
seruors.
Seniors welcomed the idea of the area transfonning to include a greater mix of commercial
and residential activity. When shown renderings of charrette urban design concepts for the
area featuring higher-intensity, mixed-use development, focus group participants reacted
favorably and felt that the concepts would head Hollywood in the right direction.
Hollywood To.wne House residents were particularly excited about the prospect of a Trader
Joe's Market opening near by. One thing that all agreed on was that they would like to see a
new supermarket in the district. Sorely missed is the old Hollywood Fred Meyer, which was
readily 'accessible to those who primarily walked for their daily needs. 'Seniors also identified
bakeries, a good book shop, good restaurants, and a greater variety of retail shops as services
they would like to see in the neighborhood in the future.
Policy Implications
Hollywood should continue to be a focus of retail and service activity. To reinforce the
concentration of services in the area and to ensure walkable access between destinations,
commercial land uses should be restricted to a relatively compact area. Additional housing
should also be encouraged to expand the customer base in the district and to help generate
enough demand for additional: services. Locational opportunities for additional multi-family
housing in the area include several· vacant lots and surface parking areas, as well as in the
potential for mixed-use residential development above ground-floor shops.
The City should take measures to attract a ,supermarket to the district, and perhaps
investigate partnership possibilities. The need for a supermarket in the Hollywood District
has recently become exacerbated by the imminent closure of the nearby 33rd Avenue
Kienow's supermarket.
Generational changes in the senior popuiation may provide new opportunities for economic
development in the Hollywood District. Compared to past cohorts of seniors, more recent
cohorts have more disposable income and a longer span of post-retirement years to devote
to leisure activities. This may prove to be a boon for entertainment-oriented businesses,
such as restaurants and cafes, especially once the baby-boom generation reaches retirement
age. As such businesses often choose to locate in urbane settings, efforts should be taken to
improve Hollywood's aesthetic appearance.

:,,-..,
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3. Transportation and Access
The physical, mental, and sensory changes that occur in old age have an especially significant
impact on the mobility of elders. These changes often present challenges for the majority of
seniors who still drive. Seniors tend to have slower reaction times and often need more time
to react and maneuver in traffic situations. This makes confusing traffic patterns more
problematic, especially if rapid lane changes are required. Vision changes make it harder for
many seniors to focus, perceive depth, or to see at night. As a result, the size, clarity, and
placement of directional signage for older motorists is a greater issue. Ultimately, many
eventually lose the ability to drive safely and must depend on others for rides or use other
modes of transportation. This loss of mobility often contributes to mcreased social isolation
among seruors.
The changes that occur. in old age also impact pedestrians. Seniors, along with young
children and the disabled, have disproportionately high rates of pedestrian accidents. Adults
over 65 are involved in 22 percent of pedestrian deaths, although they constitute only 12
percent of the population (Zeeger & Zeeger, 1989). Decreased strength, agility, and motor
control affect the mobility of seniors as pedestrians in many ways, including the following:
•
•

•

•

Elders move more slowly and need more time to cross streets. As a result, crosswalk
signal timing and street width become more crucial safety concerns.
Elders tire more easily, so benches for resting assume greater importance. Most seniors
experience increased difficulty maintaining their balance, making railings at steps a
necessity.
Many eventually need a walker, cane, or wheelchair to get around. Uneven sidewalk
surfaces, obstacles that narrow the passable width of sidewalks, and the lack of curb cuts
become more problematic.
Vision changes also make sidewalk conditions a more crucial issue for seniors.
Weakened depth perception, combined with a less vigorous walking gait, make buckled
sidewalks a barrier to many seniors and cause falls and injuries. Seniors who have
suffered injuries from such accidents often subsequently become more reluctant to walk
on their own, resulting in increased social isolation and loneliness (petersson, 1989).

These challenges were reflected in focus group discussions on transportation and access
issues in the Hollywood District. The most pressing concerns that focus group participants
had centered around these issues, and highlighted conflicts between Hollywood's role as a
pedestrian-oriented town center and Sandy Boulevard's role as a major arterial and a state
hlghwflY. The concerns of focus group participants as drivers, transit users, and pedestrians
are discussed further below.
Automobiles
Focus group participants indicated that the two main problems they experienced in
Hollywood as drivers were confusing traffic patterns and the lack of parking. The areas
presenting the most trouble in terms of traffic patterns are NE 39th Avenue northbound as
it approaches Sandy Boulevard and Broadway Street, where it is not readily apparent which
lanes lead to what streets, and the similarly confusing eastbound connection from NE
Broadway to Sandy. Some elders also criticized the fact that left turns off Sandy weren't
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permitted in the area. Regarding parking, several
elders felt that there was not enough conveniendy
located parking in Hollywood. Some indicated that
if more parking were to be added to the district, they
would prefer that parking lots be located behind
buildings rather than in front of them.

Transit
Transit users, who constituted only a minority of focus group participants, indicated that
they were generally satisfied with the level of transit service in the HollYWDod District. A
common complaint, however, was that the MAX station is somewhat difficult to access,
largely because the lengthy stairway and ramp are difficult for many to negotiate. It was also
related that the MAX platform is poorly lit at night, which deters some from using MAX for
evening trips. Some also felt that a park-and-ride lot was needed at the transit station, noting
that MAX riders (themselves included) sometimes parked illegally in nearby parking lots.
The primary reasons non-transit users gave for not
using transit were that they lived too far from bus
stops or had security concerns. A Hollywood
Towne House resident suggested thatit would be
good to have a jitney service in the area, which
could take people to the supermarket, banks, post
office, and other local destinations.
Pedestrians
Pedestrian issues emerged as the most frequendy cited concern that focus group participants
had about the Hollywood District. Most, even those who drove to the area walked between
destinations within the district. Judging from focus group and newsletter questionnaire
responses, more elders access Hollywood by walking than by transit, which suggests that
pedestrian issues need to be given greater priority. Among residents of'the Hollywood
Towne House (97 percent ofwhom are over 55 years of age), only about 60 of the 140
tenants drive. The rest walk, depend on family
«'!!!
members to drive them, or use transit (see Appendix
C). Among respondents to the newsletter
questionnaire, 80 percent of those living within a
half-mile of the senior center walked there, while 63
percent of those living within a half-mile and a mile
walked (see Appendix B).
It is therefore not surprising that pedestrian
concerns were prominent among elders to whom we
talked. The most common complaint about
Hollywood was that they often did not feel safe as
pedestrians crossing Sandy Boulevard. They
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indicated that, all too often, drivers don't pay attention to pedestrians when making turns.
The NE 42nd and Sandy intersection was identified as being especially troublesome. A
"scramble" signal, that would stop cars from all directions, was suggested for this
intersection on several occasions. Some also liked the idea of-a motion-detector crossing
signal, that would r.emain green for an extended time if it sensed the presence of pedestrians
in the crosswalk. Significantly, the traffic on Sandy was the most common reason given
when non-residents were asked why they would not want to live in Hollywood.
Other issues frequently brought up were problems with buckled sidewalks needing repair
and maintenance and debris, such as old leaves, that made sidewalks slick. It was also noted
that leaves sometimes blocked curb cuts or caused water to collect. How much the
condition of sidewalks impacts some seniors was
underscored by one focus group participant who
was afraid of going on a walking tour of the area
because she felt it was likely she would end up
falling. Sandi Slaughter, the manager of the
Hollywood Towne House, indicated that many of
her tenants have fallen due to buckled sidewalks in
the neighborhood.
Also reinforcing the importance of sidewalk
maintenance are the Hollywood experiences of an
EIA volunteer who uses a wheelchair. She has
encountered broken glass on sidewalks in the district
and on the 42nd Avenue pedestrian overpass. She
noted that changing a flat wheelchair tire, which she
has had to do as a result of such glass, is a formidable undertaking for a disabied person. An
event such as this can leave a wheelchair user stranded and subsequently more fearful of
venturing forth in public.
Several focus group participants felt the area needed more benches, especially on the side
streets to the north of Sandy, such as NE 42nd Avenue. As one participant noted in
reference to the need for more benches to allow rest, "Old legs don't walk like they used to ...
people get tired." Some felt that the existing benches on Sandy Boulevard, located close to
the curbside and facing away from the traffic, were not pleasant to use and would be better
positioned closer to the storefronts and facing toward tr~ffic.
Another concern was that Hollywood needed streetscape improvements. Several felt that
more trees and landscaping would improve the area, and that Hollywood was not a very
attractive place to walk, having too many empty lots and parking areas.
Policy Implications
The concerns discussed above suggest that much can be.done to improve safety for elders in
the Hollywood District through transportation and access improvements. In addition, the
focus group discussions seemed to indicate that such improvements might make Hollywood
a more desirable place for seniors to live. Policy implications include the following:
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The emphasis seniors placed on the need for pedestrian improvements in the Hollywood
District and the fact that many seniors walk in the area suggest a high priority be placed
on improving pedestrian facilities in Hollywood.
There should be increased enforcement of sidewalk maintenance, especially when it
involves something as simple as keeping sidewalks free of debris.
A pedestrian scramble signal and/or motion detector should be considered for the NE
Sandy Boulevard and NE 42nd Avenue intersection. Another possible improvement to
consider is a left..;turn signal for NE 42nd at this intersection, which would prevent
conflicts between pedestrians and drivers making left turns (a frequently mentioned
problem).
Additional benches should be considered for the area, and the locations of the present
benches on Sandy Boulevard should be reconsidered.
Traffic circulation and directive signage need improvement.
Additional parking should be provided close to commercial concentrations, ideally
located in the interior of blocks, and should be identified with clear signage.
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IV. HOW WELL DOES THE HOLLYWOOD DISTRICT MEET THE NEEDS
OF THE ELDERLY?

,.....,

,

Overview
Primary data gathered describe a combination of factors (familiarity/memories, location and
amenities) that attracted today's elders to the area. Community connections are implicit in
these responses, typically a continuing relationship: some still live or had lived in Hollywood
or surrounding neighborhoods, have friends still living in the neighborhood, still attend area
churches, shop, frequent restaurants, or use professional (especially medical) services.
Central location, proximity to Lloyd Center and downtown jobs were original attractors for
elders currendy or fonnerly living in Hollywood (see Appendix A).

,,-....,

.,-....

Hollywood presently has a good mix of services needed by the senior population. Businesses
do cater to elders, as they constitute 40-50 percent of their local ,market. Business owners
we spoke with cited the following as issues important to elders: good service and
dependability (spending more time with them, offering senior discounts and stocking items
needed by them), and special accommodations such as carry-out, delivery and holding
services. Virtually all businesses in Hollywood are located in first floor storefronts, with
minimal if any accessibility problems (see Appendix C).
Although good transit connectivity exists, access improvements are needed for Hollywood
to function better as a town center. An example is bus service, which, although generally
cited as good (pardy due to Sandy Boulevard being the transit route to Portland's airport),
needs more bus stops with shelters and benches in Hollywood. Similarly, although the MAX
station greatly increases area connectivity, seniors need design improvements for greater use.
They prefer taking the bus to MAX for safety and site accessibility reasons. Despite these
shortcomings, access to public transit was still considered a plus for when driving might no
longer be an option for them in the future. Although this is still considered a walkable
neighborhood, neglected sidewalk facilities maintenance and problematic Sandy Boulevard
crossings remain obstacles .

1. The Creation and Application ofAssessment Criteria
To help assess how well the design ofthe built environment in the Hollywood District meets
the needs of the elderly, a set of assessment criteria was developed to evaluate the district.
The resulting Elder FriendlY Community Design Assessment Form (the "assessment form") was
based on a review of best design practices, expert interviews, and discussions with EIA
members. Besides being oriented to aid in the evaluation of the Hollywood District, it was
designed to be generally applicable for the assessment of urban commercial areas (such as
main streets, station communities, and town and regional centers) so it could be used in
future planning efforts in Portland.
The assessment fonn serves to highlight aspects of community design that planners,
designers, and engineers should be aware of in planning for urban areas to better meet the
needs of Portland's elders. It identifies issues that for younger people may seem like mere
inconveniences, but for many seniors may act as barriers. A copy of the assessment form is
found in Appendix G. The following is a brief discussion of its elements:
, 1""",.
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Sidewalks and Crosswalks
The design and condition of pedestrian facilities are especially important for an environment
that allows elders, particularly those who may no longer drive, to continue to have access to
the community and live a fairly independent life.
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

Sidewalks should be continuous on both sides of the street to separate pedestrians
from automobiles, especially in commercial areas with their high levels of traffic.
Sidewalks should be in good condition (smooth with non-slip surfaces) and be kept
clear of debris (such as leaves and mud) to minimize the risk of falls, which can be
debilitating for seniors whose relatively brittle bones are more prone to injury.
Sidewalk material should be used that does not become slick after rain, as do some
types of brick and tile.
Sidewalks should be broad enough, with no obstructions preventing easy passage. A
minimum width of four feet is recommended to allow two people to pass and to
accommodate the extra space needed by walkers and wheelchairs.
Sidewalk grade changes should be clearly marked with paint and texture to provide
warning to those with poor vision, who may otherwise fail to notice such changes
and be at risk of falling.
Sidewalk and pathways should be well lit, both for security and so that elders, who
tend to have decreased sensitivity to light and often have poor nighttime vision, can
better see their way.
Stairways should have handrails to aid those with poor balance.
Extreme grades, which can serve as barriers, should be dealt with effectively to
enable access, perhaps by means of stairways and strategically-placed ramps.
Walkways and curb cuts should be clear of drainage grates, which can snag canes,
walkers, and wheelchair wheels.
Crosswalks should be conveniently located to avoid having elders, whose endurance
may be limited, from having to make multi-block detours to find a crosswalk. A lack
of crosswalks can serve as a major barrier to the mobility of seniors as pedestrians.
Crosswalks should be clearly marked to be easily seen by both pedestrians and
drivers.
There should be curb cuts at crosswalks and intersections to facilitate access by those
dependent on wheelchairs, and should be clearly marked and designed so that they
do not become a hazard for others.
Crossing signals at intersections frequently used by elders should provide sufficient
time to cross, with signals timed to three feet per second, rather than the standard
timing of four feet per second.
Wide intersections should be provided with pass-through, pedestrian refuge islands
to allow a safe haven for slower or weaker pedestrians. Curb extensions at
crosswalks can also be used to minimize crossing length.
Busy intersections should have audible crossing signals to help those with poor
vision, a limitation facing many seniors as well as those who are legally blind.

r
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Public Signage and Wayfinding
Clear signage and environments designed to facilitate wayfinding,are important for the
mobility of seniors, both because of vision limitations and tendencies to become disoriented.
•

•
•

•

Signs should be easy to read, with sharply contrasting images and backgrounds.
Lettering and graphic symbols should be bold and simple, optimally with light
images on dark backgrounds.
Signs should clearly indicate major destinations to provide an environment that
better meets the needs of elders prone to disorientation.
Important pedestrian routes should be well defined by incorporating design
elements, such as special pavement materials, colors, banners, or using wider
sidewalk widths, to help with wayfinding.
Traffic signs should provide clear directional guidance to motorists. Traffic
circulation patterns should be designed to minimize wayfinding confusion and the
need for rapid lane changes, taking into account the slower reaction times of seniors.

Public Amenities
Public amenities, such as benches, parks, and drinking fountains, assume ne;w importance
with elders who lack stamina, or may have little opportunity to socialize in public
environments.
•
•

•

•

Benches should be provided to allow rest, especially along frequently used pathways.
They should have backrests and armrests to facilitate getting up.
Parks or plazas are important to allow opportunities for informal socializing within
neighborhoods. It is helpful to have benches arranged in right angles to one another
to facilitate socializing. Promoting land uses such as cafes can also help create public
spaces conducive to socializihg, while provi~g informal surveillance.
Accessible d..riri:lOng fountains help create a better environment for seniors by
providing needed refreshment during pedestrian trips that may take more time and
energy than younger walkers require.
Accessible public telephones, especially at transit stations, are an important item that
fosters a sense of security and allows seniors to better deal with delays or
disorientation.

Transit
For seniors who no longer drive, public transit is often critical for their continued mobility
and independence. The location and design of transit facilities become especially important
for elders lacking the stamina to walk far or to stand for long periods.
•

•
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The area should be well served by transit, especially if it is a commercial center, and
service should be frequent to minimize wait times, a particularly crucial issue with
frail elders.
Transit stops should be conveniently located close to popular destinations and senior
housing.
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•

•

Transit stops should have shelters and benches to accommodate the needs of elders
who are often more vulnerable to illness from exposure to the elements and who
may not have the endurance to stand for more than a short time.
Transit stops should be· easily seen and well lighted, both for security and so they can
be readily f0und by those with poor vision.

Neighborhood Services
Access to the services identified on the assessment form allow seniors to live relatively self
sufficient lives. Included is a mix of services that meet both practical and social needs, such
as:
•
•
•
•

Grocery stores (preferably a supermarket), banks, pharmacies, senior centers, and
churches.
A variety of shops and services such as bakeries, dry cleaners, and clothing stores that
are not singularly important, but together are very usefuL
Housing in close proximity to services--an important option for many seniors.
Less crucial, but nevertheless important services include barber or beauty shops, post
offices, libraries, parks, community centers or swimming pools, cinemas, restaurants
or coffee shops, medical and dental clinics, and residential care facilities.

Together, these services provide an environment supportive of the needs of elders. An
assortment of them is necessary for a truly elder-friendly community.

2. Assessment Results
Five EIA volunteers who were experi,enced Elder-Friendly Business evaluators agreed to
perform an assessment of the Hollywood District using the Assessment Form. An Aging in
Hollywood Group member also assessed the area. Hollywood was given middle-range
scores, receiving an average rating of 2.8 on a scale of 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent). The findings
are summarized below (see Appendix E for more detailed comments):

• Satisfactory sidewalks
Sidewalks and walkways were rated as being mostly good, a strong point being the area's
sidewalk continuity. Problems that were identified included some areas with buckled
sidewalks or debris, no marked grade changes, poor lighting on side streets, and access
problems with the 42nd street pedestrian bridge over 1-84 due to its lengthy stairway and
ramp.
• Crosswalk problems
There are many problems with street crossings, especially regarding Sandy Boulevard. At
Sandy and NE 42nd Avenue, drivers were found to keep turning through the intersection as
pedestrians attempted to cross. Four-way stoplights were recommended to help pedestrians
cross without.having to dodge cars. It was also noted that some crossing signals on Sandy
provided insufficient time to cross, that there was no safe place to cross Sandy for a long
stretch east of NE 43rd Avenue, and that the area could use more pedestrian refuge islands
and audible crossing signals.
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• Signage needs improvement
There are virtually no directional signs to the transit center, '"
library, or other major destinations. Also, traffic patterns
are confusing and poorly signed, and the pedestrian route
between the transit .center and Sandy Boulevard lacks
clarifying design elements.
• Public amenities need improvements
More benches are ne~ded on side streets. The district's
only park, Harold Kelley Plaza, lacks amenities that could
make it a better place for socializing. Also, public drinking
fountains are needed, with the transit center in particular being identified as needing one.
• Transit facilities shortcomings
The area is well served by transit, but problems were identified regarding transit facilities.
Access to the MAX platform was found to be a problem because of the need to negotiate a
lengthy stairway or ramp--and it was also noted that the elevator to the platform is
sometimes out of order. Bus stops in the area were not very
noticeable, the transit center was difficult to find, and more bus
stops needed shelters and benches.
• A wide variety of neighborhood services
The Hollywood District was found to have a fairly wide range
of neighborhood services that meet the needs of elders. The
important exception is its lack of a supermarket, which is
especially problematic for seniors who don't drive. One
evaluator also noted that the area looked rundown in general
and needed to be updated.
Many of these findings repeat concems brought up by focus
group participants. This indicates that the assessment form is successful at identifying
problems of concern to many seniors, and may be useful in evaluating other urban areas for
elder-friendly design.
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v.

TOWN CENTER ELDER FRIENDLY DESIGN COMPARISON

To provide some context for Hollywood and to measure it against other commercial areas,
Portland's other designated town centers were also evaluated. Included in this comparative
assessment were th~ Lents, St. Johns, Hillsdale, Raleigh Hills and West Portland Town
Centers. These were evaluated by a Hollywood Group member using the same assessment
form that had been applied to Hollywood.

.

T able 5 Comparattve As sessment 0 fP-0 rtlandTown Cent ets
Town Center

!

:rotal Score

HoUywood
Lent&
St. Johns
Hillsdale
Raleigh Hills
West Portland

2.8
2.1
3.5
2.3
1.9
2.0

Sidewalks &
CrosswalJo;

Signage &
Wayfindina

Public
Amenities

Transit

3.1
2.7
3.5
2.0
2.0
1.7

2.6
2.5
3.4
2.8
2.4
2.4

2.2
1.5
4.0
1.8
1.3
1.5

3.1
1.8
3.3
2.5
2.0
2.3

Table 5 shows the averaged scores for the various assessment form sections received by
each town center. Hollywood compared favorably to every other town center except for St.
Johns. The following summary of the assessmertt findings will serve to highlight aspects of
Hollywood that, from a comparative perspective, are relatively successful at meeting the
needs of the elderly.
Sidewalks and Crosswalks
Unlike Hollywood, Lents and the westside town centers (Hillsdale, Raleigh Hills, and West
Portland) each had many areas where sidewalks were discontinuous, very narrow, or were in
extremely poor condition. The failings of the pedestrian infrastructure in these town centers
were exacerbated by'the fact that each had high-capacity, major arterials running through
them with traffic volumes dwarfing those on Sandy Boulevard. Pedestrian crossings in
Raleigh Hills and West Portland were particularly treacherous, with very wide intersections,
short crossing signals, and spe'eding traffic. The comparison with Lents and the westside
town centers makes clear that Hollywood, notwithstanding its shortcomings, has relatively
complete pedestrian facilities that are somewhat successful at meeting the needs of seniors.
An advantage St. Johns had 'compared to Hollywood was that its main arterial, Lombard
Street, has only two lanes of traffic, versus Sandy
Boulevards' four lanes, which mitigates crossing
issues and allows a more successful pedestrian
environment.
Public Signage and Wayfinding
Signage and wayfinding in Hollywood were not
notably b'etter than in Lents and the westside town
centers. All lacked signage'indicating major
destinations and had confusing traffic patterns resulting from the convergence of major
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arterials. Advantages St. Johns had were that its commercial district is mostly,lineal, which
simplifies wayfmding, and the fact that its central plaza (and main bus stop) includes a map
and directory of the surrounding area. A similar map and directory could aid wayfinding in
Hollywood, especially if located at the transit center and Harold Kelley Plaza.
Public Amenities
Hollywood's public amenities were clearly superior to those in Lents and the westside town
centers, none of which had a public gathering place or any sidewalk benches. This
emphasizes that in Hollywood, with its scattering of benches along Sandy and NE 42nd,
some attention has been given to pedestrian needs. Likewise, St. Johrts has benches along its
major arterial, and has the advantage of having more drinking fountains and a central plaza
with more human activity Qargely because it is also the location of the district's main bus
stop).
Transit
Hollywood, endowed with light rail and a transit center, is better served by transit than the
other town centers, none of which has a light rail station. Although West Portland has a
transit center, it is even more cut off from commercial and residen,tial clusters than is
Hollywood's transit center. Hollywood also has the advantage of having a greater portion of
bus stops with shelters and benches than most other town centers. While Hollywood is
better served by transit than St. Johns, the latter has some advantage in having more centrally
located and readily visible bus stops, that more often than not have shelters and benches.
Neighborhood Services
Most of the town centers (except for Lents) had a fairly diverse range of services, especially
Hollywood and St. Johns. Of the latter two, Hollywood has the advantage of a centrally
located senior center and more medical services, while St. Johns has the significant advantage
of having two sup.ermarkets. A problem with both Raleigh Hills and West Portland is that
their many services are much more scattered. Also, their pedestrian connections are poor
and services are thus relatively inaccessible by foot to even nearby residents. It should also
be noted that of the town centers, only Hollywood and St. Johns have accessible elevator
apartments Qike Hollywood, St. Johns has a HAP tower, but lacks a market-rate apartment
building like the Hollywood Towne House). Housing options in the other town centers are
limited to single family residences and two-story apartment buildings lacking appropriate
access points for elders.
As this comparison indicates, Hollywood has a comparatively advantageous built
environment and range of services that do meet many of the needs of its elder users.
Hollywood has several elements, such as continuous sidewalks, public amenities, and a fioe
grain mixture of uses that can serve as examples for the future development ofDther town
centers into more elder-friendly places. As most of these town centers,are bisected by major
arterials with heavy traffic, input from Hollywood-area residents suggests that reconciling~
high traffic volumes with pedestrian accessibility will be key to their becoming places where
people will want to live and spend time.
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VI. REACHING OUT TO SENIORS
1. Involving Seniors in the Planning Process
Reaching out to Seniors: Lessons for Planners
One goal of the Aging in Hollywood Project was to outline how planners might better reach
out to and work with seniors. The Hollywood Group took the opportunities presented in
each of the public involvement activities to test techniques and strategies designed to both
communicate more effectively with seniors and to increase their attendance at public
functions. Most of the techniques consciously used did work. Other more traditional public
involvement tools traditionally used by planners, much to our surprise, did not work as well.
The Hollywood Group, sought to attract seniors to our activities by making meetings
convenient and well publicized. Additionally, in trying to elicit input from seniors in the
Hollywood District, we relied upon communication techniques useful for interacting with
people who have lost some ability to hear and to see. The materials and visual aids used
offer some interesting lessons about interacting with older adults. Another interesting lesson
learned relates to the difference between older men and women with regard to the ways in
which they participate in meetings. Overall, we learned that the senior population has a
diversity of interests and is concerned about the long-term health of their community, but
needs to ·be reached out to in a slightly more direct way than the general public.
Increasing the Attendance of Seniors
A primary goal in reaching out to elders is to increase their attendance at meetings and
events. It is important to note that seniors tend to show less attendance at public meetings
than younger citizens. They often have health issues and little family support, concerns that
may preclude them from attending events such as public meetings. Nonetheless, it is
important that they be represented. They often represent a: wealth of knowledge about local
history and therefore introduce a different perspective into meetings. In land-use issues,
they remind planners, and others that attend meetings, to plan for the life-cycle continuum
and tE> not ignore -the needs of the less mobile.
A few general guidelines, when followed by planners and other public officials, will help
increase attendance and, therefore, input from the senior population.
Meetings scheduled with the target audience's convenience in mind will have the effect of
increasing attendance. In addition, meeting notices should be posted where they will reach
the intended population. The Hollywood Group used the following specific techniques for
advertising and conducting the focus groups and the walking tour.

Dqy meetings have better attendance than night meetings
Walking, driving and even taking public transportation are more difficult at night, especially
for those with impaired vision. Personal safety issues are greater at night, for the senior
population even more than for the general population. All focus groups and the walking
tourJor the Aging in Hollywood Project were therefore held during the day. Focus groups
were scheduled for optimal attendance by accommodating the seniors' schedules. This has
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also worked well for senior attendance at neighborhood association meetings. While it may
not be feasible to hold all public meetings during the day - and this is inadvisable if the target
population is the general population -- planners should consider holding occasional meetings
before it gets dark. Weekend meetings offer the opportunity to increase senior attendance
without precluding.those who work traditional office hours from attendance.

Nearby andfamiliar locations are preftmd
Patterns of daily travel tend to be geographically smaller for elder citizens. Elders are less
likely to drive to an unfamiliar or distant location to attend a public meeting. The Aging in
Hollywood focus groups, for example, were held at the Hollywood Senior Center for the
benefit of its users, and at St. Michael and All Angels Episcopal Church, approximately one
block from the Hollywood Towne House Apartments, for residents of that apartment
building. We would have met at the apartment complex itself, but they did not have a room
for such meetings.
According to Howe et al (1994), it is valuable to hold public hearings at senior centers even
if the issue is not perceived as an elder issue. This serves to reinforce the fact that older
adults play an important part in the larger community.

Notice posted to reach the target audience
The Hollywood Senior Center focus groups were announced one month in advance in the
Senior Center's monthly newsletter. Notices were also prominently posted within the Senior
Center. The Hollywood Towne House focus group announcement was posted on each level
of the multi-story apartment complex.
Although the level of notice posted at the Hollywood Towne House may not be feasible for
public planning agencies, calendars, notices, and agendas can be distributed or faxed to
senior centers and retirement communities. Interest groups, like Elders in Action, that have
established communication networks with elder citizens, can be used to disseminate
information and notices. A little special effort offers the potential of greatly increasing the
involvement of seniors. At the Hollywood Towne House focus group, for example, one
resident related that people eagerly watch for new bulletin board postings. The postings of
the Hollywood Group generated a great deal of discussion, if not overwhelming attendance.
Communicating Effectively with the Elderly
Increasing attendance is insufficient if people, as a result of vision impairment and hearing
loss, are not able to get as much out of a meeting as the rest of the public does. Special
arrangements should be made whenever pos~ible. For example, assistive listening devices
should be made available whenever feasible. Regardless of the availability of such
equipment, the following guidelines and techniques are useful for planners and public
officials who interact with seniors.

Don't Stereotype
One must remember not to stereotype the abilities of people over 65 years of age.
Individuals differ tremendously with regard to their abilities. Typically, younger seniors have
better hearing and sight than do the very old. It is, however, not always easy to tell by sight
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who needs special communication techniques and those who do not. Additional needs
should be accommodated without any patronization.

Don't Assume Communication is Being Exchanged
,
Although many sen,lors retain all of their sensory skills, others have lost some hearing and
sight function. In addition, those who most need careful communication may not let it be
known that they are having a difficult time understanding. The following techniques should,
therefore, be used w~enever possible and particularly when working with an older audience.
Techniques for Communicating with Elders

r",

Oral Communication:
• Make sure you have his/her attention beforehand. Facing people when speaking to
them is critical. Reading lips aid those who have difficulty hearing.
• Speak slowly, distinctly and clearly in a moderate voice:. Hearing loss is often a matter of
not being able to distinguish between background noise and spoken words. Sometimes
certain types of sounds, especially some consonants, become difficult to hear.
• Don't shout! Shouting only accentuates the vowel sounds and obscures consonants.
• Use written and oral communication to express the same point:. Those who do not hear
well may be able to read and vice/versa.
Written Communication:
• Use materials with large print. For written type, EIA suggests a 14-point font size as a
!l11nlmum.
• Graphic materials and lettering should offer good contrast with the background:.
Italicized writing is more difficult to read than block lettering. Glossy paper causes glare,
making it more difficult to read than flat paper stock.
• Bright colors are more easily seen than mauve, teal, or gray, etc.

lfl.....

Use oflargon
Planners should remember to communicate with as little jargon as possible. For most of the
general public, including seniors, words familiar to the planning profession -- such as
"streetscape" and "mixed-use" -- need to be defined or replaced with common words and
phrases.
Guidelinesfor Maps
Seniors, as with much of the public, do not have much practice looking at maps and using
them to understand problems. This should not preclude the use of maps, but suggests that
they be designed to be as simple as possible without losing pertinent information. An
example of a way to make a map more user friendly is to highlight common landmarks to
help orient users to their understanding of their neighborhood, community, or city.

r-.,
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VII. CONCLUSIONS
1. The Hopes of Elders and Other Visions for Hollywood t s Future

"",

. r"\

Input from elders t;egarding services and land uses in the Hollywood District suggests that
their hopes for the future of Hollywood do not conflict in any basic way with either the
Hollywood Town Center Vision Elements or the City's Urban Design Concept for the
Hollywood Town Center. Both set objectives for further development of the area into a
mixed-use town center, strengthening commercial uses and encouraging more residential
development. Indeed, these concepts hold much potential for meeting many of their hopes
for the neighborhood. Additional residential development in the district could provide
seniors and others more housing options and would help generate enough demand for the
additional services desired by them, such as a new supennarket. Fostering the storefront
commercial character of the district would be desirable, as it could facilitate a range of
desirable services and would bring more people of all ages into the district, which many
seniors want.
While visions elders have for the future of Hollywood generally coincide with the concepts
and ,goals now being developed for the district, a concern is that the affordability of
neighborhood services may be adversely affected by redevelopment of this area. This
redevelopment could turn HullYWDod into a regional attraction with specialized retail (i.e.
"boutiques") displacing businesses meeting more daily needs. As emphasized by EIA, two
pivotal issues affecting the elderly population are accessibility and affordability.
Neighborhood services are of, limited utility to elders if they cannot afford them, in which
case the advantages of accessibility and proximity become lost. Affordable restaurants
provide an important opportunity for elders to socialize in the community and their loss
would greatly impact elders who often have only limited opportunities to interact within the
larger community.
The fact that the Hollywood Towne House has a waiting list (mostly of elders from nearby
neighborhoods who want to remain in the area) and observations that elders are leaving the
Hollywood area because they can no longer maintain their houses, suggest that there is a
need and a demand for more senior housing options in the Hollywood District. In planning
for communities that will better accommodate the needs of seniors, it should be kept in
mind that elders are a diverse population and are hard to characterize. Most still drive, but
many can't. Most still live in single-family houses, but many don't, or can no longer maintain
them. If the diverse requirements and needs of the elder population (or any population) are
to be best met, planners should not plan for the "average," but try to plan for communities
that will meet a diversity of needs. This reinforces the need to encourage a wide variety of
housing and transportation options.
This points to a potentially important function that town centers, such as Hollywood, can
serve in the future and are serving to some extent today. Town centers are intended to
provide a concentration of local retail and services along with housing, allowing walkable
access to a variety of neighborhood services. Given the rapidly rising population of people
over 80 years old and their housing requirements, town centers hold the potential to meet
the need for alternative, multi-family housing options for elders within our communities.
Locating such housing in town centers would especially benefit elders who are no longer
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able to drive, or no longer choose to. Judging from comments about Hollywood's
sometimes poor pedestrian environment being a disincentive to living there, careful attention
to a good pedestrian environment is'important if town centers are to successfully serve this
role.

2. Why is it Important to Reach Out to the Elderly?
It is important to access the senior population and involve them in the planning process for
several reasons. At a' basic level, they are an increasingly significant part of our population.
In addition, they represent a repository of experience, historical perspective, knowledge and
are a community resource. Perhaps, by listening to our community elders (since current
mobility patterns dictate that few of us live near family elders), we can avoid some past
mistakes in community planning and design. Also, as elders tend to have greater physical
limitations, problems they experience with the built environment highlight issues that affect
everyone. It is not a matter of deciding to plan for the elder population at the expense of
others. What aids seniors, tends to aid everyone to some extent.
In the early 1970's, an architect named Ron Mace coined the term "universal design" to
describe the concept of designing all products and the built environment to be aesthetic and
usable to the greatest extent possible by everyone, regardless of their age, ability, or status in
life. His pioneering work became the basis for North Carolina's accessibility building code,
the first in the nation, which in turn served as a working model for the Americans with
Disabilities Act 20 years later. Taking this universal design approach of meeting the needs of
more vulnerable populations first is an efficient community strategy. Given the higher
thresholds of need elders have compared to younger cohorts, one serves a greater percentage
of the population if one meets the needs of older populations.
It is a matter of gradation, whereby what constitutes merely an annoyance to younger
cohorts becomes an obstacle for many seniors. Where sensitivity to the needs of elders
becomes most important is in the details: in the design and condition of pedestrian, transit,
and automotive infrastructure and facilities; in regulations for what housing types are to be
allowed or ertcouraged; and in how plannets reach out and communicate with elders. It has
been said that how "a society treats its most sensitive members is a measure of its humanity.
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APPENDIX A: FOCUS GROUP SUMMARIES
In order to gain insight in to the issues that directly affect the senior community of
Hollywood, three focus groups were held. Two of the focus groups were directed at
Hollywood Senior Center members and one aimed at the Hollywood Towne House
residents. The focus group questions were centered on three main areas of interest:
housing, services, and transportation. The following are the questions asked and a summary
of the answers received from the participants.

HOUSING ISSUES QUESTIONS
1) Please tell us why you live where you do (be specific- such as you raised a family there)
and also tell us if there are any reasons why you would prefer not to live in Hollywood?
(Safety issues?) This question was modified slightly to relate directly to the Towne
House focus group participants.
2) Is there another type of housing that appeals to you in the Hollywood District? (If
needed to generate responses some examples would be, condominiums, rowhouses,
apartments)

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES
Elders who still live in- their own homes want to stay there for as long as possible. They are
comfortable in their own homes and at this point in their life don't want any big changes. In
many aases they have a number of services and activities (churches, etc.) nearby. Many view
their next and most likely final move as one out of necessity due to health reasons.
Hollywood Towne House residents felt that it has an excellent central location that is close
to lots of amenities, such as shopping and health care facilities. They also like being close to
downtown Portland with access to public transit. In addition, some participants indicated
they would like to see more young families with children move into the area, making it more
of a true "neighborhood" with a variety of ages.
Some participants wouldn't necessarily want to move to Hollywood, as they perceive traffic
as being a problem. Most drivers are just passing through and do not pay"attention to
pedestrians on the street. There was a comment that the area is ugly due to the vacant lots
and sometimes felt unsafe. If they were to live in Hollywood, some felt the Hollywood
Towne House would be a good place, as they have heard good things about it. The
Hollywood East building (a mixed age Housing Authority Building) started out with good
intentions but, since they changed over to all ages, it was felt that it has become less
desirable. Others indicated that a high rise is not desirable, that they want one floor with
access to the outside. Assisted living facilities were also mentioned as future living
arrangement.
Some felt that more elderly people are moving out of Hollywood than moving in, as some
are leaving their large homes at the outskirts of Hollywood because the houses are difficult
to maintain, stairs are difficult to deal with, and because property taxes have become so high.
Weren't a lot of other housing options in the area. Some felt that if it was necessary to move
out of their houses, they would like to stay in the same neighborhood.
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SHOPPING/SERVICES QUESTIONS
1) The Portland Planning Bureau is currently exploring some changes for the Hollywood
shopping area that would foster more mixed-use development (define mixed-use using
local examples such as Medtec building and main streets-housing office above retail).
Does this type.of development appeal to you? Would you consider living in an
apartment or condominium above shops and restaurants in a building that was
developed in this manner?
2) How well are your needs met in the Hollywood area? What don't you want to see
change in the Hollywood shopping area? What would you like to keep and why? Are
there specific services that you feel Hollywood is lacking?
SUMMARY OF RESPONSES
Elders felt that mixed-use development was a good idea, but were not sure if they would
want to live there as they perceived there would be noise issut:!s. They possibly would live
above a new library branch, but not above retail or office. Some have heard good reports
about the NE 122nd & Glisan project. At least one person would like to be around more
people, which seems to be what the city is striving for.
Services they would like to see remain in the Hollywood District include the dry cleaner,
pharmacy, Hollywood Clinic, hairdresser, some restaurants, banks, YMCA, churches, and
the library. Services they feel are needed include a ((good' restaurant, grocery store, bakeries,
dress shops and other small shops, bookstore, thrift store, and a mini department store like
the old upscale Rogers 'five & dime'. Matinees at the theatre would be good, as they don't
like to go out or drive at night.

TRANSPORTATION QUESTIONS
1) How well does the current public transportation system meet your needs? Are there
specific changes that you would like to see happen that would further increase your use
of the system?
2) One of the goals of the City'S project is to make walking easier for the citizens of
Hollywood. Are there specific places or issues that you believe should be addressed?
SUMMARY OF RESPONSES
In general it is felt that the bus service was good. For some it is inconvenient, but they
probably would use it if it ran closer to their home. Bus #12 can be confusing as it comes
through the district, especially Tillamook to Sandy. Makeshift park and rides at a local
church and the fitness places were being utilized. MAX is good, but an elevator is needed at
the first lower level of the transit center. One person felt that a jitney service would work
well (this was proposed by a Towne House resident who doesn't drive).
In general most felt that walking was not a problem especially if the sidewalks are kept clean
and free of leaves. The biggest problems are crossing Sandy (especially at 42n~, as many
drivers don't look for pedestrians. Some new technology that might work would be motion
detector and scramble signals. The crossing chirp is not very effective for seniors.
Additional benches are needed in certain areas, such as 42nd Avenue, and trees and
landscaping would improve the area.
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APPENDIX B: QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSE SUMMARIES
Summary of Responses to the Hollywood Senior Center Newsletter Questionnaire
A total of36 responses were received

1. How often do you use the Hollywood Senior Center?
More than 3·times weekly:
2-3 times weekly:
1-2 times weekly:
1-2 times monthly:
"Occasionally":
Never

1
9

10
4
7
2

(2.80/0)
(25.0%)
(27.80/0)
(11.1 %)
(19.4%)
(5.6%)

2. How do you get to the senior center? (drive, bus, walk, shutde, MAX)
Drive
Bus
Walk
Ride (wi relative)
Shuttle I lift bus
Drive, bus, walk
Drive, walk
Drive, car pool
Bus, walk
Bus, walk, shuttle

16
4
3
2
1
2
4
1
1
1

(44.4%)
(11.1%)
(8.3%)
(5.6%)
(2.8%)
(5.6%)
(11.1 %)
(2.8%)
(2.8%)
(2.8%)

23
8
11
2

(63.9%)
(22.2%)
(30.6%)
(5.60/0)

Combined ligures:
Sometimes drive
Sometimes bus
Sometimes walk
Sometimes shuttle

WaJ.king for those living dose to the HSC:
Within .5 mile:
.5 - 1 mile:
All within 1 mile:

80.0% walk
62.5% walk
69.2% walk

3. How far away from the center do you live? (indicate neighborhood, cross street, or
mileage from center)
Responses were converted and standardized into distance in miles
Summary:
Northeast Portland
Southeast Portland

24
5

(remainder did not indicate location)
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Within .5 mile
.5 - 1 mile
1 - 2 miles
2 - 3 miles
More than;3 miles

5
8
8
11
3

(13.9°/0)
(22.2°/0)
(22.20/0)
(30.6°/0)
(8.3°10)

4. What other Hollywood Neighborhood services do you use? (shops, restaurants,
clinics, library)
Shops
Restaurants
Clinics
Library
Beauty shops
Drug store
Postal station
Banks
Theatre
Cleaner
Shoe repair
Jewelry repair
Grocery
Fitness center
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20
23
12
18
5
7
14
7
1
2
1
1
1

1

(55.60/0)
(63.90/0)
(33.3°/0)
(50.00/0)
(13.9°/0)
(19.4°10)
(38.90/0)
(19.4°/0)
(2.80/0)
(5.60/0)
(2.8°/0)
(2.8°/0)
(2.8°/0)
(2.8°/0)
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APPENDIX C: INTERVIEW AND NEIGHBORHOOD WALK SUMMARIES
1) INTERVIEW WITH SANDI SLAUGHTER, HOLLYWOOD TOWNE HOUSE
MANAGER, 1/26/99

A. What percentage of your ·tenants are 55+ years of age?
97% • Perhaps 900/0 are over 65. Most are between 65 and 90. Has been primarily seniors
for at least the last 1~ - 20 years. Widows comprise the largest group.

B. Do you have a sense ofwhy they chose to live here (is the Hollywood District an
attraction)?
She noted that the apartment building is not fonnally oriented toward seniors, that they
never advertise, and that the apartment's reputation among elders is by word of mouth. She
felt that some of the attractions of the apartments were the security entrance, completely
paid utilities, and that many have friends living there. Many had sold their homes and
moved because they no longer could or wanted to keep up with the upkeep of their homes.
She noted that there is a waiting list for both their one and two bedroom units (but especially
for the two bedrooms units).
The Hollywood location is also a big attraction. The area appeals to people because it is
centrally located, convenient to bus and MAX, and has many services within walking
distance. Some of the services that attract people to living here include:
Banks
The Broadway-Clinic (an especially big attraction for many)
Hair dressers
Library
Hollywood Senior Center
Lots of churches

C. Do you bow where most people have moved from?
Laurelhurst, Alameda, Lloyd, Grant High area, Mt. Tabor.
Most have chosen to live here because they want to stay in the same general area -
to be able to go to the same banks, churches, etc.

D. What percentage ofyour tenants have cars?
Perhaps 60 people out of her 140 tenants drive. The rest walk, have family members
drive them, or use transit.

E. Do you have a sense ofwhat concerns people have abput the Hollywood District?
•
•
•

•

I
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Poor lighting.
Panhandlers (some are threatening).
Crosswalk on NE 42nd (Location oflighf doesn't match the location of the
crosswalk. Drivers look at th~ light, not the crosswalk. Two senior citizens have
been hit there.)
Sidewalks buckling because of trees (many people have fallen due to this in the core
area of the neighborhood).
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People really miss the old Fred Meyer (There's a big need for a supennarket.
Presently, people either take advantage of store-to-door service, carpool, or are
driven by family members for their shopping needs).
She noted that there is little concern about crime in the area.

"
"

~
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F. Does your management company manage other· apartments in other areas of the
city? Are they as popular with senior citizens?
They manage a variety of apartment buildings. Only this one is especially popular
with senior citizens.
G. Would an evening meeting be a disincentive to many ofyour tenants?
Yes, many would likely be hesitant to walk at night.
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2. BUSINESS OWNER INTERVIEW SUMMARY, 2/15/99
Three Hollywood business managers (Radio Shack, Payless & Hollywood Camera) were
interviewed about business-related issues involving elderly customers.
• They do cater to seniors because they comprise 40-50% of their clientele. They
accomplish this by spending more time with them and stocking items particularly needed
by seniors, for example hearing/visual aids (hearing aid batteries, electronics with
enlarged LED display electronics), cell phones (good for calling 911 with) and over the
counter medicines. To stay in business, all service-oriented businesses try to figure out
who their customers are and what they want. Retail stores typically cater to various
groups' w / discounts, but the overwhelming majority of businesses in the neighborhood
are service-oriented.
• What's important to seniors is good service and dependability.
• The only special accommodations mentioned were carryout / delivery / holding services
offered on an as needed basis.
• Virtually all businesses in Hollywood are located in first floor storefronts with minimal if
any ADA accessibility problems.

3. SENIOR HOUSING DEVELOPER INTERVIEW SUMMARY
[Based on 3/99 phone interviews with: James Wilson of Lennar Affordable Housing, Inc.
(developers of senior housing at the NE 60th and Glisan Street Center Commons) and Gray
Purcell ofRH Purcell (developers of senior housing at Glisan Street Station)]

A) Describe any trends or predictions for senior housing in next 20 years / past 10-15 years
i.e. more independent vs. or skilled care facilities being built, volume of work, etc.
As recently as the 1980's, choices in senior housiQg were limited to only independent living
or a nursing home. Future demand will be greatest for care facilities at both ends of the
need spectrum, i.e. congregate and skilled nursing care. Demand for assisted living facilities
increased dramatically in the 1990s, but has become overbuilt nevertheless. The entrance of
non-profits as developers, owners and managers of senior housing.
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B) Discuss greatest obstacles in developing senior housing i.e. financing, regulatory
environment, neighborhood opposition, management/ownership difficulties, etc.
Heavy regulatory burden in the form of building codes and additional safety features. The
regulations per se ~re not excessive, but the long approval times needed especially from the
State Health Bureau are.
C) What housing features do seniors want?
.,....,.,

Mixed-use demand, seniors want to be in active places and want parking lot views. Seniors
want to live within either 5 miles of where they or their children live.
D) What are the best ways to finance affordable senior housing?
I t is critical to use financial inducements instead of more regulation. Use of equity vehicles
such as real estate investment trusts (REITS) or low-income tax credits (LITCs). In the
former, financing is syndicated before attracting more investment, it finances several real
estate projects and 85 percent of the profits are returned to the investors. In the latter, states
designate areas to receive federally-funded tax credits, and this award is applied to property
taxes for 10 years based on the value of the development. Use of private public
partnerships, direct government involvement in financing methods such as tax abatements
or tax increment financing (TIFs). The latter uses anticipated revenue to be generated from
the project to finance it, typically used for area-defined projects such as sports arenas, etc.

WALKING TOUR, 2/13/99
Three seniors took part in a walking tour of the Hollywood area, pointing out specific
problems and offering suggestions as to how they would like to see Hollywood evolve.
Their comments included the following.
• keep restaurant use at northeast comer of 40th and Hancock (restaurant going out of
business diagonal to library, need more in the neighborhood)
• unsightly dumpsters at the Chameleon restaurant
• inefficient use of space / excessively large surface lots at US Bank / McDonalds site
• Tillamook Street townhouses unattractive for seniors due to steps (would consider living
on first floor w / other units above if security not compromised)
• Washington Mutual building is underused, seniors would welcome possible mixed-use
with QFe being planned.
• only place Win would want to move would be closer to church (currently living in SFR)
nd
• 42 Avenue sidewalks-could be wider, awnings should be continuous, appropriate street
trees, tree roots make sidewalk gratings dangerously uneven
• need to keep pavement and benches in better repair at Harold Kelly Plaza (unsightly
dumpsters at the Burger Bar)
• Hollywood Transit Center / Max Station group comments included that the elevator
should have been located at base of steps and needs bigger windows for security.
Virginia will not take MAX at night due to inadequate lighting

.--.
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APPENDIX D: SENIOR HOUSING RESOURCES
ARTICLES (organized by trend)
FINANCE
More seniors are able to afford housing: for households age 75+, median net worth is
$76,541 compared to $55,187 in 1984. The median occupancy rate of the seniors housing
industry is 96% for all types ,?f properties.
Gamzon, Mel. Senior Housing Forecast: If We Build It: Will They Come?, National Real
Estate Investor, 2/97, p. 78.
Annual report of the American Seniors Housing Association reveals that most multi-facility
operators both own and manage their facilities, compared to history of non-profit owners or
managers.
Howell, Joseph T., Seniors Housing, National Real Estate Investor, 10/94, p. S3.
The senior housing market will require significant capital inflows ($400B through 2030) over
the next 30 years, according to a study by the National Investment Conference for'the
Senior Living and Long Term Care Industries. The demand for senior housing will grow
linearly until 2010, and then exponentially through 2030. Future senior housing demand will
be independent of 'economic and business cycles.
Johnson, Ben W., New Investment Study Targets Institutions for Seniors Investing, National
Real Estate Investor, 7/97, p. C16.
American'Seniors Housing Association survey indicates improv,es financial performance of
senior housing industry due to: higher occupancy rates (to 95% in 1994), increasing
sophistication in market needs and better debt service coverage (especially for continuing
care retirement community financing). In tum, this should restore investor confidence in
the industry.
Pallarito, Karen, Maturation of Se;-tior Housing Boosts Outlook fo~ Financing, Modem
Healthcare, 2/19/96, p. 35.
Greater demand for senior housing requires increased capital (both amount and kinds of
sources) for financing. Unfamiliarity and a lack of comfort concerning senior housing has
kept pension funds and other institutional investors away from senior housing investments,
but they are becoming more receptive.
Roulac, Stephen, Capital Markets Issues for Senior Housing, Real Estate Review, Summer
1998, p. 31.
According to Coopers & Lybrand, senior housing loans returned from 11.10/0 to 14.60/0 in
1995.
Williams, Terry, Senior Housing Deals Look Luciative, Pensions & Investments, 5/12/97,

p.4.
The real estate industry expects improved senior housing market, leading investment banks
to take risks by selling loans, which in return get securitized as bonds on the stock market.
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Ochipinti Zaner, Laura, From Main Street to Wall Street., Natibnal Real Estate Investor,
4/94, p. S3.

HOUSING CHOICES
Logistic regression flnalysis found that gender, health and living alone were the most
significant predictors of need for special housing modifications: men living alone in poor
health had the greatest needs.
Gilderbloom, John L., and John P. 1\farkham, Housing Modification Needs of the Disabled
Elderly: What Really Matters?, Environment and Behavior, 7/96, p. 512.
Nursing homes need to change to accommodate a wider range of senior housing needs and
changing market conditions. The number of Americans in the 85+-age bracket is expected
to increase by 95% by the year 2020, and 6.6 million people will be 85 or older by 2010. The
number of people over 65 will double in the next 35 years. Nursing homes will have to
expand their services and enter the assisted living business themselves in order to compete,
and fill the gap between what they currently offer and retirement housing. Assisted living
communities are one of the fastest growing seniors housing segments because seniors want
services plus housing, in addition to being able to remain in their existing location. Services
can include hotel-style living spaces and meals, large staffs, non-intrusive monitoring and
personal independence.
Goldman, Jonathon, Long-Term Care and Assisted Living: Breadth of Service is the Key,
Institutional Investor, 12/96, p. H22.
Recent studies have not clearly explained the primary motivation for older people quitting
homeownership. A recent study (?) was conducted to fill this gap, particularly the frequency
of own-to-rent transitions among a sample consisting of 843 hquseholds headed by those 55
and older at the time of the 1983 interview. Findings offer support for the Life Cycle
Hypothesis, which holds that the aged liquidate home ownership to spend housing wealth.
Findings also indicate support for the Precautionary Savings Hypothesis, which holds that
old people generally avoid consuming their housing wealth until wealth-depleting
contingencies occur.
Jones, Lawrence D., The Tenure Transition Decision for Elderly Homeowners, Journal of
Urban Economics, 3/97, p. 243.
Elderly residents of government-supported housing facilities are typically older, more
confined, poorer, and weaker than their contemporaries. In response, policymakers,
researchers, sponsors and service providers are linking housing and services for the elderly in
multi-unit buildings. Those who take advantage of these integrated services are
autonomous, stay in their homes longer, and maximize their public benefits. The advantages
extend to their families, sponsors, managers and service providers because they make their
work and lives easier.
Maddox, George. Housing Choices for Older Persons, Journal of Housing and Community
Development, 7/95, p. 15.
A recent survey conducted by the AARP reveals that 83% ofAmericans aged 50 and older
would like to remain in their own homes. This presents a challenge to the housing industry
of remodeling (typically installing bathroom grab bars and lever faucet / door handles, fixing
steps, adding ramps, improving lighting, etc.) to meet the changing capabilities and living
desires of older residents. Another outcome could be rising demand for houses located near
46

needed services i.e. banks, grocery stores, Post Offices, medical services, etc. This survey
also indicated that 690/0 of those surveyed would prefer, to move to some kind of care facility
when they are no longer able to live on their own.
Romano, Ellen, Give 'Em Shelter: Make Room for the Aging Boom, J oumal of Property
Management, 7-8/9.7, p. 28.
Major lodging companies respond to demographics of rapidly-growing 85+ population (by
entering the assisted living market), half of whom are expected to need help in daily living
activities. Assisted liVing facilities are seen as a cheaper alternative to nursing homes.
Rowe, Megan. Hospitality'S Horizon Expands, Lodging Hospitality, 11/96, p. S2.
This study looks at the relationship between residents' actual level of participation in the
management and ownership of tow-income, elderly housing and their perceptions of control
and ownership over their living environment. Tbis study found that close attention needs to
be paid to the influence of social dynamics in a residential community and overall housing
quality when assessing the effectiveness of resident-controlled housing programs.
Van Ryzin, Gregg G., Residents' Sense of Control and Ownership in a Mutual Housing
Association, Journal of Urban Affairs, 16(3): 241-253, 1994.

~\

MARKETING
Builders recommend marketing to seniors by lifestyle, not age, arguing that seniors are
interested in amenities, activities, meeting 'new friends and neighbors. They also recommend
that the cost of living be kept within- the cost of current, perceived spending patterns. This
includes planning price increases within the range of Social Security benefits, given the
importance of this and pensions. Seniors buy on,their time cycles, not the builder's:
credibility and building emotional value are more important than urgency. ''You're no
longer in the shelter business when you sell to the mature adult market-you're in ,the people
business."
Bady, Su~an"Housing: The Diverse Seniors Market, Professional Builder, 2/97, p. 76.
Senior housing developers market their properties to the adult'children of assisted living
candidates rather than the end users themselves. These decisions increasingly rest on the
adult children due to timing: their parents are older and less able to make these decisions.
Rowe, Megan. The Long Slow Pitch, Lodging Hospitality, 2/97, p. S6.

I
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GENERAL
Myth 1: The age wave has arrived. The true impact of aging America won't hit until 2010,
when the 75 million Americans bom between 19.46 and 1964 (the 'baby boomers') begin
reaching age 65. Between 1990 and 2010, the senior population will actually grow less
rapidly than in any similar period since 1910, attributable to extremely low birth rates during
the Great Depres~ion.
Myth 2: Seniors housing is an upregulated business.
Myth 3: Public policy does not impact private-Hay seniprs housing.
Myth 4: Seniors housing is most successful in the Sun Belt.
Myth 5: Seniors housing is a new anp emerging business. While this may be true for Wall
Street, its roots can be traced to the 1890's, when church and fraternal organizations began
offering housing and care to needy elderly members.
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Myth 6: Specific seniors' housing serves a distinct resident population. Much of the
professionally owned and managed facilities serve residents who, at various times, receive
different degrees of supportive care services.
Myth 7: Virtually everyone wants to stay in their own home. A 1996 survey by the Center
for Mature ConsU1J1.er Studies at Georgia State U found that nearly 30% of nearly 1500
persons aged 55+ indicated that they plan to live in a retirement community. A more
accurate view of seniors would likely come from a sample of seniors aged 70+, because few
consider service-enriched seniors housing for themselves before then.
Myth 8: There are 40,000 assisted living facilities in the US. A more realistic estimate, based
on CD-ROM Yellow Page searches and other sources gathered by the American Seniors
Housing Association, is that there are somewhere between 15,000 and 20,000 professionally
owned and managed facilities, of which 5,000 to 7,500 could be called assisted living.
Myth 9: The US population understands its long-term care options.
Myth 10: The industry has reduced resident turnover. Many industry observers believe
turnover is likely to increase as assisted living begins to emphasize short-duration
carelrehabilitation under managed care arrangements.
SchIess, David S., Challenging 10 Commonly Held Assumptions about Seniors Housing,
National Real Estate Investor, 11/96, p. 26.

BOOKS
Green, 1., B. Fedewa, C. Johnston, W. Jackson, and H. Deardorff. The Michigan State
Housing Development Authority. "Housing For The Elderly: The Development and Design
Process." New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1975.
• This book contains alot of dated, but still useful guidelines about the physical design of
senior housing, although the authors approach housing the elderly as a social process as
well. "1t is true that housing for the elderly must respond to the special needs of the
elderly...It is erroneous, however, to conclude ... that the housing needs of the elderly are
totally different from what the concept of housing means for any age group ...housing is
invested with the emotions of family living and independence of spirit and action. It
encompasses friendship patterns and all of the dimensions of community life. It is an
environment in which one can take pride and find the resources needed to mold a
meaningful way of life." p. 11.
• Spatial arrangements for housing categories ranging from independent to dependent
elderly housing are well-diagrammed to include family mixed housing and other
combinations. Integrating different types of housing is advised to insure long term
market viability. Other programmatic recommendations include: 10% of the
development should consist of two-bedroom units, and up to 10% ofthe one-bedroom
units should be sized for two-person occupancy.
• The authors make several points about site selection still relevant today (p. 29):
-The elderly should be a part of the com11'l:unity, not isolated in any way
-The elderly desire autonomy and a sense of independence. This necessitates
convenient access to services, especially shopping, health care, social service and
activity centers, public transit, etc.
-The elderly have time to participate in community affairs, but want to be able to
control this participation, however.
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-The elderly are less mobile and depend more on public transit than younger people.
They are also limited·in the amount of topography they can negotiate and the
.distance they can walk
-The elderly are concerned about physical and psychological security.
-Elderly peQple move their households less, and 90% do not move after they reach
the age of 65.
Some useful criteria for site proximity to services organized by development type (p. 40):
-recommended distances ranging from 1500 to 2000 feet for independent to assisted
living facilities to supermarkets, drugstores and transit stops
-recommended distances ranging from 2000 to 3000 feet for independent to assisted
living facilities to department stores, banks, medical services, beauty parlors, barber
shops, restaurants and post offices
-recommended distances range from 2-5 miles for elderly/family mixed housing for
these services
Environmentally-related basic human needs of the elderly are identical to those of any
other age group:
-physical needs (needs which involve using the environment to sustain acceptable
health and comfort levels)
-perceptual needs (needs which involve a person's ability to process information
about his/her environment and people in it)
the Age-Loss Continuum: this abstract model shows losses typically occurring between
the ages of 55 and 80: separation of children, death floss of peers / spouse, sensory
acuity losses, motor output deterioration, health problems and reduced mobility

Hayden, D. "Redesigning the American Dream." W W Norton & Company, 1984.
• The thesis of this book is that Americans are still building "dream houses" for the
stereotype of the returning WWII veteran, based on the male breadwinner/housewife
family form. Hayden explores the impacts of the continuing prevalence of this outdated
model on aging, residential zoning and transportation policy, etc. She tallies the personal
and social costs of sustaining the Victorian spatial ideals of the home as "woman's
sphere" and the city as "man's world."
• The imp~ct of housing affordability on the elderly: those living on fuced incomes have
difficulty meeting the property taxes, heating bills, and the physical maintenance
demands of SFR's. The frail elderly often cannot drive a necessity in most suburban
locations. (p. 13)
• The importance of homeownership derives from its close association with an individual's
tax position and retirement income. "For the retirees who sell their homes, detachment
from gender roles has come with age and the speculative bonus of leaving suburbia." (p.
55)
• The disconnect between decreasing family size (from 3.37 persons in 1950 to 2.75
persons in 1980) and increasing house size (from 800 SF / 1.5 baths to 1600 SF / 2.5
baths in the same 30 years). At the same time that the elderly are seeking smaller units,
the demand for smaller homes is also increasing among the young. (p. 174)
• "The elderly do not choose to move from their homes, even when their health or
financial situition becomes precarious: many elderly cannot bear the psychological losses
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associated with losing ties to their dwellings and communities ...the elderly in good health
may want accessory apartments either for income or for tenants who will help with
maintenance. Their children often want zoning permission for apartments or 'elder
cottages' for the frail elderly." (p. 183)

Hoglund, J.D. "Housing For The Elderly: Privacy and Independence in Environments For
the Aging." New Yo~k: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1985.
• Although this book comprises a collection of dated, Scandinavian case studies, the
creativity and well-thought out nature of the housing arrangements is timeless. "Privacy
and independence must be conceptualized on many levels and communicated in a variety
of forms. The environment must reinforce individuality, self-esteem and dignity.
Privacy and independence are criteria that establish a framework for design and decision
making... Government programs and directives coupled with strong social goals have
created a diversity of residential settings for the elderly." National goals have led to
more responsive solutions that provide a true sense of privacy and operational
independence. Shared rooms in nursing homes and efficiency apartments have become
obsolete and outdated throughout much of Scandinavia... Facilities are conceptualized as
housing, using familiar forms, materials and details ...Aging is a process that has
associated disabilities and difficulties. Housing should be supportive of disabilities and
medical needs, rather than allowing the environment to become mechanical and sterile."
(pp.1-2)
• "Society has been unable to see the elderly as self-sufficient contributing members. We
create sterile, non-stimulating environments that stress staff convenience rather than the
individual's preference or comfort. We remove the elderly from informal social
opportunities by providing all services in one building, so that they never have to
leave...Age-segregated buildings isolate the elderly from the mainstream of society,
minimizing their value and role in society. Age-integrated facilities, or age-segregated
facilities in an age-integrated area, can offer an expanded social role for the
elderly... Residents of age-segregated housing may have nothing more in common than
their age category and address." (pp.12-14)
• "The current generation of 'older' elderly have lived their mature lives through two
world wars, the depression and periods of great unemployment. Having a place for
themselves and their family has been a precious commodity. The poss~ssion of housing,
not necessarily its quality, is important. Future generations of elderly people will have
higher expectations for housing quality and lifestyle. Those individuals who have lived
the American Dream of a large house in the suburbs will come to expect certain qualities
in their future housing. Accompanying the social opportunities for increased privacy and
independence has been a rise in economic standards." (p.16)
• This book consists mainly of inspiring seniors housing case studies dating from 1975 to
1982 in Sweden, Denmark and England. Du~ largely to Socialism, these facilities exhibit
a high level of concern for the individual in the form of pension and other support
systems. Privacy is typically achieved by eliminating shared rooms and efficiency
apartments, and independence is achieved through accessible environments, freedom of
choice and the ability to come and go freely. These examples also showcase how several
needs facing the elderly can be addressed under one roof i.e. housing needs also includes
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economic security, social opportunity and health care. The variety of housing settings
also shows a concern for experimenting with new approaches.
Some facilities locate adjacent to community uses (library and elementary school at
Sweden's Teckomatorp Service Center,) to integrate mixed seniors housing into the
community. These complexes typically include daycare for the elderly and/or children,
community gardens and independent and assisted living units.
All facilities offered a range of housing settings in a continuum of care, reducing and
often eliminating .the need to move. Sweden's Knivsta Service House represents a joint
venture between medical care and housing providers, economically eliminating
duplication of common elements. Housing, medical and social services are available on
site through the coordinated efforts of social workers and the insurance office.
Most facilities were designed to promote interaction, on both site and unit scales.
Centralized services and common spaces, shared entries, private balconies and terraces
are typical.
•

I

MISCELANEOUS
Universal Design research:
http://www.park.org:8888/Guests/Trace/pavilion/ud_princ.htm.
http://v.,,,n;,'.ncsu.cdu/ncsuldcsign/cud/centcr/ronmacc.htm
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APPENDIXE:
ELDER FRIENDLY COMMUNITY DESIGN ASSESSMENT FOR
HOLLYWOOD
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Note: numbers in the comments sections identify each evaluator.
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Elder Friendly Community Design Asses'Sm~nt Form

,....,
"....

Evaluation ofthe Hollyood District performedfrom February 13th - March 8th, 1999.
Overall score for the Hollywood Di$trict: 2.8

4

SOMETIMES
3

NEVER
2

1

Please circle the score which best identifies how often the following criteria are met within
the area and make specific comments:

I. Sidewalks and Crosswalks

Average score/or section: 3.1

A. Sidewalks should be continuous on both sides of streets.
Average score: 4.2
B. Sidewalks should be smooth, level, and in good condition.
Average score: 3.2
Comments and problem locations: 2) Very old in the residential area a1!d in need ofrepair..
3) Variable: There is tree- a.ndfrost-heaving in SOf{le areas, and sidewalks are cut by many
driveways. 4) Some sidewalks are in bad shape, easy to trip over, and some are pretty dirty.
5) Buckling sidewa{k along Sandy., near NE 31h, also along NE 4(jh, south ofSandy.
Buckling on some residential sidewalks - especially b(ld on NE 43rd, SOl!th ofHancock.
C. Sidewalks should have non-slip surfaces and be kept clear of d~bris (leaves, etc.).
A verage score: 3.2
Comments and problem locations: 3) Some ofthe area's sidewalks are old and slick.
Vacant lots often have brambles overgrowing the sidewalk. Empty stores have litter infront
ofthem. 4) Some are dirty and littered. 5) Debris on some residential sidewalks. Rotten
leaves on some areas ofsidewalk along Tillamook.
D. Sidewalks should be broad enough, with no obstructions preventing easy passage.
Average score: 3.0
Comments and problem locations: 2) Sidewalks in the residential area are very naFrow.

nd
3) Mostly good, except for: obstructions at SE corner of 42 & Sandy, SE corner offreeway
th
off-ramps & Halsey, and broken sidewalk and.obstructions on 39 Avenue between Sandy
& Halsey. 4) Some areas are pretty narrow. 5) Most are broad, but there are obstacles at
southeast corner ofSandy & 42nd.

E. Sidew,alk grade changes should be clearly marked.
Average score: 1.8
rd
Comments and problem locations: 1) Not clearly marked at 43 & Hancock. 3) Not
marked at all.
F. Sidewalks and pathways should be well lighted.
Average score: 3.0
Comments and problem locations: 3) Lighting is good on main arterials (Sandy, Halsey,
etc.), poor on some ofthe side streets. 4) Area on 37th Avenue is dark at night and not
clear.
G. Stairways in public walkways should have handrails.
Average score: 4.0
H. Extreme grades (hills, etc.) should be dealt with effectively to enable access.
Average score: 2.0
Comments and problem locations: 1) Access to pedestrian bridge over /-84 is only "OK."
I. Walkways and curb cuts should be clear of drainage grates.
Average score: 4.4
Comments and problem locations: 3) No problems in Hollywood (Downtown Portland is
bad). 4) Problems in some locations.
J. Crosswalks should be convenien:tly located and clearly marked.
Average score: 3.6
Comments and problem locations: 1) Need all pedestrian walkways to be wider & stripping
needs to be more bold. 4) Some are not clearly marked. 5) No safe place to cross Sandy for
a long stretch east ofNE 43 rd•
K. There should be curb cuts at crosswalks and intersections.
Average score: 3.8
Comments and problem locations: 3) There are curb cuts all along Sandy and Halsey, but
not along side streets. 4th Ave Ave is very lacking, as are 46th, 45th , 38th , and 3th. 4) None
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at all on some streets. 5) Some curb cuts are poorly designed (poorly located or very steep)
and some are full ofdebris or water. Need curb cuts at crosswalk at 42"d Street Station.

L. Crossing signals sbould provide suffici~nt time to cross.
Average score: 2.8 .
Comments and problem locations: 1) Need "4-way" red lights to aidpedestrians,
especially across Sandy. HTurners" kept coming as we crossed Sandy Boulevard (need two
underground walkways and elevators for pedestrians crossing Sandy). 3) Lights for
h
crossing Sandy Boulevar:d are all too short. Sandy & 5d needs a 4-way steplight. 4) At
the cross walks at Sandy Boulevard & 42 nd Avenue, the wait time is too long - especially a
nd
problem when there is bad weather. 5) Pedestrian signal for crossing Sandy at 42 starts
blinking red when only half-way across intersection.
M. Wide intersections should be provided with pass-through, pedestrian refuge islands.
Average score: 2.8
Comments and problem locations: 3) Only at 47th & Halsey.
N. Busy intersections sbould have audible crossing signals to 'help those with poor
vision.
Average score: 2.3
Comments and problem locations: 1) Need at all pedestrian crossings. 3) Only noticed one
at 42nd &Halsey. 5) Need at NE 42nd & Sandy.

II. Public Signage and Wayfinding

Average score for section: 2.6

A. Signs should be easy to ~ead, with sharply contrasting images and backgrounds.
Average score: 4.0
Comments and problem locations: 3) Highway signs are clear and contrasting. Others
(Tri-Met) are faded and small. 4) Some signage is very poor, such as on Tillamook Street
and at Weidler. 5) The only sign indicating the Transit Center (on NE 42nd, near Sandy) is
very small andfaded.
B. Signs. should clearly indicate major destinations.
Average score: 2.4
Comments and problem locations: 1) Saw no directional signs to library, senior center,
MAX, etc. 3) Not enough informationfor non-residents. 4) [found no signs to tell me
where the Transit Center is. It would be hard to find. 5) Almost no signs indicating the
Transit Center or Library.
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C. Important pedestrian routes sbould be well defined.
Average score: 2.2
Comments and problem locations: 3) Not any are at all. 5) Nothing indicating/marking the
routefrom Sandy to the Transit Center (41 st Place would be the most direct pedestrian
th
route). Need more dignified pedestrian route to the Transit Center, and on NE 39 -crossing
/-84.

D. Signs should provide clear directional guidance to motorists.
Average score: 2.6
Comments and problem locations: 1) Unable to locate and see turn sign ento 4(jh Avenue.
th
3) Not enough information for non-residents. 5) Signs on NE 39 approaching Sandy and
Broadway from /-84 should have text indicating which lanes lead to which streets.

.....

E. Traffic circulation patterns should minimize wayfinding confusion.
Average score: 1.8
Comments and problem locations: 3) The patterns in Hollywood are designed to maximize
confusion. 4) People with poor vision or who are disoriented would be hard pressed to find
their way. 5) Very confusing approaching Sandy and Broadway on NE 39th from /-84. Also
confusing when connecting eastbound from Broadway to Sandy.

III. Public Amenities

Average score/or section: 2.2

A. Benches should be provided to allow rest.
Average score: 2.4
Comments and problem locations: 1) Found benches only in parts ofcentral business area.
2) Saw only a couple ofbenches and they were on the curb side ofthe street. 3) Tri-met
provides some, and there are a few in the Plaza at 42nd & Sandy. 4) There are a few
benches on Sandy, but nowhere else. 5) Several along Sandy and other streets, but they are
not pleasant as they are very close to traffic and face away.

B. Parks/plazas should be located in the area and be designed to facilitate socializing.
Average score: 1.8
Comments and problem locations: 1) One small park with benches, but without other social
amenities, such as tables, lights, debris baskets. 3) No parks, one plaza - seats are way too
far apart. 5) Benches in Harold Kelley plaza not oriented to socializing.

,I".

"

c.

Drinking fountains should· be 'provided.
Average score: 1.4

Comments and problem locations: 1) None. Ifprovided in the fut-are, they should have
handle controls for on/offwater control. 2) Saw no drinking fountains. 3) One fountain.
4) Ifound,uofountains anywhere. 5) One located at Harold Kelley Plaza, but especially
need one at the Transit Center.

D. Accessible public telephones should be available (especially at transit stations).
Average score: 3.0
Comments and problem locations: 3) One at the Hollywood Transit Center and one at the
library. No directions to them. 4) Tliere are a few around, /jut not readily accessible.
5) Need on MAXplatform.

IV. Transit

Average score/or section: 3.1

A. The area should be well served by transit.
Average score: 3.2
Comments and problem locations: 1) For those who walk, the MAX station is only "OK, "
because of 15+- steps to get to the train revel. For non-walkers it is horrible, as facilities to
get to the train level are inadequate. 2) MAX is a good service to this area. 3) Lots of
buses and MAX. MAX access is difficult (lots ofstairs, very long ramp, and the elevator is
frequently out oforder).

B. Transit stops should be conveniently located.
Average score: 3.8
Comments and problem locations: 3) Mostly. 5) Poor pedestrian connection to the Transit
Center and MAXplatform.

c. Transit stops should have shelters and benches.
Average score: 3.0
Comments and problem locations: 1) From what we could see, only the transit center has
shelters and benches. 2) Could use more benches and shelters, - transit stops were really
crowded when I was there. 3) Many more bus stQPs than shelters and benches. Many stops
do not have room for either.

,f'.
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D. Transit stops should be easily seen and well lighted.
Average score: 2.5
Comments and problem locations: 2) I had a hard time finding the Transit Center - didn't
see signs with directions or indicating where to get the shuttle bus. Very confusing.
3) Unless you know they are there, you couldn't find them - especially the Transit Center.
4) Transit Center is difficult to find, because ofthe lack ofsigns. 5) Bus stops along Sandy,
and on 42nd near Sandy, are not very noticeable.

v.

Neighborhood Services

Please check

(-0 which ofthe following services are located in the area.

Primary importance:
Grocery store
o Bank
0' Pharmacy
o Senior center
o Churches
o Housing
A variety of shops/services (bakeries, dry cleaners, clothing stores, etc.)

o

o

Secondary importance:
o Barber/beauty shop
Post office
Library
Park
Community center/swimming pool
o Cinema
Restaurant/coffee shop
Medical/dental clinics
o Residential care facility/nursing hon1e

o
o
o
o
o
o

Comments and suggestions: 4) I found the whole Hollywood area to look rundown. Some
business are closed and empty. The area needs a lot ofupdating. It needs a little park with
fountains and benches. Also need a little coffee shop accessible to the disabled and elderly.
Some shops are not wheelchair accessible. Parking is a problem for patrons ofthe 42 nd
Street Station Post Office. Need more trees and a general update for the area.

( '.
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APPENDIXF:
TOWN CENTER ELDER FRIENDLY DESIGN COMPARISON
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Note: numbers in paTentheses indicate spores received by each town center.

Elder Friendly Community Design Assessment Form
Evaluations ofthe Le.nts, St. Johns., lIillst;lale, Raleigh Hil15tlnd'West Portland town
centers

ALWAYS
4

5

,....,
r'-

SOMETIMES
3

2

NEVER
1

Please circle the score which best identifies how often the following criteria are met
within the area and make specific comments:

I.

Sidewalks and Crosswalks
Average scores for section:
Lents: 2.7
SL Johns: 3.5
Hillsdale: 2.0
Raleigh Hills: 2.0
West Portland: 1.7

/"""

A. Sidewalks should be continuous Qn both sides of streets.
Lents (3): None on SE Ellis. Sidewalk discontinuous on Woodstock, east of/-205.
Also missing in some ofthe residential areas.
I~

St. Johns (5):
Hillsdale (2): On Sunset, poor transition to no sidewalks ofresidential area.
Sidewalks lacking on Capitol Highway, east ofSunset (asphalt and gravel). No
sidewalk on Bertha and no pedestrian connection from commercial area to
apartments across Bertha (hiking boots required!). Areas along Vermont
missing s~dewalk, and np,sidewalk on Capitol, west ofBertha (feels
dangerous).
Raleigh Hills (2): Some areas along Beaverton-Hillsd.ale Hwy are just very narrow
asphalt and hardly serve as sidewalks. Scholls Ferry has no sidewalk.

West Portland (2): No sidewalk along much ofTaylors Ferry (feels dangerous).
Much ofBarbur also has no sidewalk. Also missing along parts ofCapitol
Hwy. No sidewalks in most residential areas.
B. Sidewalks should ,be smooth, level, and in good condition.
Lents (3): Some arf!as on Foster, east of1-205, in very poor condition.
St. Johns (4): Scattered sidewalk buckling (Especially bad at northwest corner of
John & Lombard. Also problems at southwest corner ofIvanhoe &
Philadelphia.)
Hillsdale (2): Very uneven asphalt sidewalk areas along Capitol. Some areas quite
buckled.
Raleigh Hills (2): Sidewalk along Beaverton-Hillsdale becomes broken asphalt
approaching Scholls Ferry. Many areas are buckling or very uneven.
West Portland (2): Asphalt areas, such as along Barbur, in very poor condition.

""
~
~

C. Sidewalks should have non-slip surfaces and be kept clear of debris (leaves, etc.).
Lents (4): Mud and gravel on sidewalk at Foster and 92nd• Lots ofgravel and some
broken glass along Foster, east of1-205.
St. Johns (4): Rotted leaves on sidewalk along Ivanhoe, near Kienow's.
Hillsdale (3): Plant debris along areas ofCapitol.
Raleigh Hills (2): Many areas have gravel andplant debris.
West Portland (2): Gravel in many areas.
D. Sidewalks should be broad enough, with no obstructions preventing easy
passage.
Lents (3): Telephone pole in walkway at 93 rd and Woodstock. Impossibly narrow
sidewalk along Woodstock and Foster near 1-205. Very narrow sidewalk, with

~

,

,

I

utility poles in the way, on parts ofFoster east of1-205 (less than 2 feet of
clearance in some places).

,.....

St. Johns (5):

"...,.

•

1

Hillsdale (2): Many obstructions along Capitol (utility poles & trees), with passage
in some areas very narrow (2-3 feet) -like a slalom event.
Raleigh Hills (2): Very narrow asphalt "sidewalk" on Beaverton-Hillsdale
approaching Scholls Ferry. Several areas near the main intersection (of
Beaverton-Hillsdale, Scholls Ferry, and SW 70th) have less than 3 feet of
passage due to utility poles, etc.
West Portland (2): Many areas quite narrow.
E. Sidewalk grade changes should be clearly marked.
I""'\,

,-.

Lents (1): Along Woodstock, curb cuts take up most ofthe width ofthe sidewalk, but
have no warning markings.
St. Johns (1): Never marked.
Hillsdale (1): Never marked.
Raleigh Hills (1): Very uneven sidewalks, but never marked.
West Portland (1): Never marked.

I"".
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F. Sidewalks and pathways should be well lighted.
Lents (--): NIA (day visit}

;-..,
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St. Johns (--): NIA (day visit)
Hillsdale (--): NIA (day visit)
Raleigh Hills (--): NIA (day visit)
West Portland (--): NIA (day visit)

G. Stairways in public walkways should have handrails.
Lents (--): NIA
St. Johns (--): NIA
Hillsdale (1): Steps at Hillsdale Highway overpass missing handrails.
Raleigh Hills (--): NIA
West Portland (--): NIA

H. Extreme grades (hills, etc.) should be dealt with effectively to enable access.
Lents (--): NIA
St. Johns (--): NIA
IIillsdale (1): Steep grade at Library not dealt with very well. Dewitt Park is on a
grade, with no provisions for accessibility.

Raleigh Hills (--): NIA
West Portland (--): NIA
I. Walkways and curb cuts should be clear of drainage grates.
Lents (5):
St. Johns (4): One problem spot along Ivanhoe.
Hillsdale (4): Some grates are perilously close to curb cuts.
Raleigh Hills (4): Mostly clear.
West Portland (3): Some grates very close to curb cuts.

"....
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J. Crosswalks should be conveniently located and clearly marked.
Lents (2): No marked crosswalks on SE 92nd between Foster & Harold (4 blocks).
No marked crosswalks on.SE 92nd for several btocks south of Woodstock. No
crosswalks for several blocks on Foster, west of 92nd, or on Woodstock and
Foster, east of1-205. Crosswalks near freeway on-ramps feel dangerous, as
many cars fail to yield.
St. Johns (3): Few marked crosswalks on Ivanhoe, but many pedestrians. Poorly
marked and awkwardly located at Philadelphia & Ivanhoe (major
intersection).
Hillsdale (2): Some crosswalks along Capitol a~e very faded. Need crosswalk at
Sunset & Dewitt (Library andpark are there). No crosswalk across Capitol to
get to bus stop at Cheltenham. Poor pedestrian crossing at Bertha & Capitol.

I"'"'
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Raleigh Hills (2): Terrible crosswalk facilities at main intersection andfor crossing
Beaverton-Hillsdale and Schells Ferry.
West Portland (2): Few places to cr.oss Bal'bur. Terrible crosswalks, at Barbur &
Capitol (very difficult to cross Barbur in general).
K. There -should be curb cuts at crosswalks and intersections.
Lents (3): No curb cuts at SE 92 nd and Ramona, or at Ellis and SE 92nd, or at 89th &
Woodstock.

r"..

St. Joh,ns (4): Poor drainage at some curb cuts. Curb cuts needed at John &
Lombard, and at a corner near the Shrunk Riverview Tower.

~
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Hillsdale. (2): No curb cut at northwest corner ofSunset & .Capito I. Very poor curb
cuts at Cheltenham & Capitol.
Raleigh HilJs (2): Most are narrow and poorly designed. Poorly placed at main
intersection.
West Portland (2): Many are poorly designed. Most side streets don't have (Barbur
also lacking).

,
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L. Crossing signals should provide sufficient time to cross.
Lents (2): Hardly any time to cross the west side ofSE 92nd and Foster. Need
pedestrian-activated crossing signals at SE 90th and Woodstock.
St. Johns (4): Not '!luch time for crossing Ivanhoe at Philadelphia, and have to wait
a long time for crossing signal.
Hillsdale (3): Mid-block crosswalk across Capitol needs pedestrian signal.
Raleigh Hills (2): Signals at main intersection too short (and have to wait a long
time)-very broad streets. Locations ofpedestrian-operated signals are
confusing. Dangerous crossing Beaverton-Hillsdale at Scholls Ferry, as
turning cars don't yield
West Portland (1): No time to cross Barbur at Capitol-almost run over by turning
drivers-you have to run to get across. Only could cross one out ofsix lanes
before pedestrian signal started blinking (dangerous place!).
M. Wide intersections should be provided with pass-through, pedestrian refuge
islands.
Lents (3): Would help to have refuge islands or. curb extensions at SE 92nd and
Woodstock, at SE 92nd and Foster, and on Foster, east of1-205.
St. Johns (--): NIA (main arterial, Lombard, is only 2-lanes wide).
Hillsdale (2): Need at Capitol & Sunset (very wide, with 5-lanes and lots oftraffic).
Raleigh Hills (2): Ones at main intersection are not really designed to serve
effectively as refuges. None along other areas ofBeaverton-Hillsdale (very
broad street)--makes crossings very daunting.

~
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West Portland (1): Arterials are very wide~ Dangerous and unpleasantfor
pedestrians crossing Barbur, especially at Capitol. Pedestrian refuges needed.

I"'>.
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N. Busy intersections should have audible crossing signals to help those with poor
vision.
Lents (1): None.

1"'"\
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St. Johns (1): None.
Hillsdale (1): None.
Raleigh Hills (1): None.
West Portland (1): None.

,....,

II.

Public Signage and Wayfinding

1""'\

Average scores for section:
Lents: 2.5
St. Johns: 3.4
Hillsdale: 2.8
Raleigh Hills: 2.4
West Portland: 2.4

A. Signs should be easy to read, with sharply contrasting images and backgrounds.
Lents (5):
St. Johns (5):
/"""..

Hillsdale (3): Street signs hard to notice.

1"'\
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Raleigh Hills (2): Hard to read pedestrian-crossing lights, as they are very small
andfar away.
West Portland (2): Can't see pedestrian crossing signals well at Barbur & Capitol
(too small andfar away). Street signs not easily noticed at this intersection
(too small).

B. Signs should clearly indicate major destinations.
Lents (1): No signs in commercial center indicating where bus stops are.
St. Johns (3): Map and directory at the central plaza (good idea!). No signage
indicating library or community policing station.
Hillsdale (3): Signs for library very small along Capitol.
Raleigh Hills (3):
West Portland (2):

c. Important pedestrian routes should be well defined.
Lents (--): (No route-defining destinations)
St. Johns (4):
Hillsdale (3): Sidewalks not given a sense ofpriority (very auto-oriented).
Raleigh Hills (2): Sidewalks given little emphasis.
West Portland (2): Poor pedestrian emphasis (even to transit center).
D. Signs should provide clear directional guidance to motorists.
Lents (2): Intersection at SE 9(Jh and Foster/Woodstock not well signed.
St. Johns (3): Approaches to St. Johns Bridge not clear, also could use clearer
signage at Lombard & Oswego.
~

Hillsdale (2): Need clearer directive signage at Capitol & Hillsdale Highway (some
signs too small).
Raleigh Hills (3):
West Portland (3):

"
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E. Traffic ~irculation patterns should minimize wayfinding confusion.

r"\

Lents (2): Confusing intersection at SE 9(Jh and Foster/Woodstock.
St. Johns (2): Connections to andfrom the St. Johns Bridge somewhat confusing.
Also confusing eastbound at Lombard & Oswego.
Hillsdale (3): Somewhat confusing at Capitol & Hillsdale Highway.
Raleigh.Hills (2): Main intersection at Beaverton-Hillsdale & Scholls Ferry very
confusing.
West Portland (3):

III.

Public Amenities

I
Average scores for section:
Lents: 1.5
St. Johns: 4.0
Hillsdale: 1.8
Raleigh Hil~: 1.3
West Portland: 1.5

A. Benches should be provided to allow rest.
Lents (1): None.
St. Johns (4): Several scattered along Lombard.
Hillsdale (1): None.
'"'"

Raleigh Hills (1): None.
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West Portland (1): None.

B. Parks/plazas should be located in the area and be desi'gI1ed to facilitate
socializing.
Lents (1): None designed to serve the town center.
St. Johns (4): Plaza with benches at Philadelphia & Lombard, but no benches face
toward each other. Plaza needs a sidewalk cafe for activity and informal
surveillance. 'Also, St. Johns Park is nearby.

t"'\
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Hillsdale (2): Dewitt is a nice little park, but not accessible to 'the disabl(!d.
Raleigh Hills (1): None.
West Portland (1): None.

c.

Drinking fountains should be provided.
Lents (1): None.
St. Johns (4): One at plaza and another on Ivanhoe.
Hillsdale (1): None.
Raleigh Hills (1): None.
West Portland (1): None.

D. Accessible public telephones should be available (especially at transit stations).
Lents (3): None at main bus stops.
St. Johns (4): Accessible phones at plaza.
Hillsdale (3): Available, but not very noticeable or accessible.
Raleigh Hills (2): Not readily seen and not accessible.
West Portland (3):

,.....

IV.

Transit
Average scores for section:
Lents: 1.8
St. Johns: 3.3
Hillsdale: 2.5
Raleigh Hills: 2.0
West Portland: 2.3

A. The area should be well served by transit.
Lents (3): Afew bus lines.
St. Johns (3): 3 bus lines. Could use some express service.
Hillsdale (3): 4 bus lines (plus 2 express).
r'\

Raleigh Hills (2): Only noticed 2 bus lines.

r.

West Portland (3): 3 Bus lines and express service from Barbur Boulevard Transit
Center, but have to cross barrier ofBarbur to get to residential and
commercial areas.
B. Transit stops should be conveniently located.
Lents (1): Couldn 'tfind bus stops at commercial center ofarea (seem to be under J
205 and at SE 9(fh).
St~ Johns (4): Several conveniently located on Lombard, including the plaza (but not

very near the Shrunk Riverview Tower).

""
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Hillsdale (2): Could be more centrally located. Main eastbound stop is somewhat
far from the commercial center.
Raleigh Hills (3): Most fairly centrally located, but separated from destinations by
parking lots.

f'"

West Portland (2): Barbur Boulevard Transit Center and most other stops not
convenient to residential and commercial areas (poor pedestrian connections).

c. Transit stops should have shelters and benches.
Lents (2): Only the bus stop under 1-205 had a bench (very unpleasant environment,
not at the center ofthe district).
~

St. Johns (3): Several ofthe major stops along Lombard have shelters and benches.

r'"'\

Hillsdale (3): Only some have.

Raleigh Hills (2): No shelter or benches at stop infront ofSafe way on Beaverton
Hillsdale. Only saw one bus stop in area with shelters and benches.
West Portland (2): Only afew do.
D. Transit stops should be easily seen and well lighted.
Lents (1): Were not readily noticeable.
St. Johns (3): Bus stop at plaza easily seen, as are ones with shelters. Other ones
not so easily seen (signs are small and can only be seenfrom one direction).
Hillsdale (2): Main eastbound stops not easily noticed.
Raleigh Hills (1): None very noticeable.
West Portland (2): Most are hard to notice (exceptfor the transit center).

"
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v.

$

"

I

Neighborhood Services

Please check

,

(-0 which a/the/allowing services are located in the qrea.

,......

Primary importa.nce:

Lents

St. Johns

Hillsdale

Raleigh
Hills

y
y
y

y
y
y

y
y
y

y

y

(mostly SFR)

(mostly SFR)

vi

West
Portland

y

Grocery store
Bank
Pharmacy
Senior center
y
Churches
vi
(mostly SFR) (mostly s~mostly SFR) Housjng
'y
y
y
A variety of
.shops/s~rvices

Secondary importance:

Lents

y
,~

Raleigh
Hills

West
Portland

y

St. Johns

Hillsdale

y
y
y
vi
y

y
y
y
y

y
y

y
y

y

vi
y
y'

y

y
y'

y'

Barberlbeauty shop
Post office
Library
Park
Community centerl
swimming pool
Cinema
Restaurant/coffee shop
Medical/dental clinics
Residential care facilityl
nursing home

Comments and suggestions:
Lents: Area has very few services. Not a very pedestrian-friendly areas, largely because oftraffic
connecting to 1-205. Lents is effectively split in two by 1-205, with poor pedestrian connections between
the two halves. Few housing options--mostly just single family houses, and a few apartments lacking
accessibility.

St. Johns: Narrow streets andfairly good sidewalks make this a pedestrian-friendly area. Has a good
mix ofservices, including two supermarkets (Kienow's and Safeway). There is a HAP building (Shrunk
Riverview Tower) that seems to have a mix ofages, including a number ofseniors. Unfortunately, it is
pretty far from the supermt;J.rkets. Most ofthe rest ofthe housing in the area is single family, with a few
2-story multi-family structures with poor accessibility. In general, St. Johns has good services, a good
pedestrian environment, but not many housing options.
Hillsdale: Has a fairly wid'e variety ofservices in close proximity, but the environment is auto
dominated. There is a variety ofhousing, including multi-family, but few are very accessible and there
are no elevator apartments.
Raleigh Hills: Has a fairly wide variety ofservices and some multi-family residential, including a
residential care facility. Poor pedestrian connections from housing to commercial areas, however,
which deters walking and effectively cuts housing and commercial areas offfrom each other.
West Portland: Wide selection ofservices, but they are scattered along very busy arterials with poor
pedestrian connections. I would be concerned about sending seniors out here to evaluate the area, as
crossing Barbur feels quite dangerous. The area is not fit for pedestrians. There is a major conflict
here between goals for a pedestrian-oriented town center and the fact that it is located at the
intersection ofhigh-volume arterials.
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Elder Friendly Community Design Assessment Form
,

"

4

SOMETIMES
3

2

NEVER
1

Please circle the score which best identifies how often the following criteria are met within
the area and make specific comments:

"

,.....

I. Sidewalks and Crosswalks
A. Sidewalks should be continuous on both sides of streets.
5 4 3
2

,.....

1

Comments and problem locations: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

B. Sidewalks should be smooth, level, and in good condition.
5 4 3
2

1
Comments and problem locations: _ _ _ _ _ _-;---_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

C. Sidewalks should have non-slip su,rfaces and be kept ,clear of debris (leaves, etc.).
5 4 3 2 1
Comments and problem locations: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D. Sidewalks.should be broad enough, with no obstructions preventing easy passage.
5 4 3 2 1
Comments and problem locations: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- _ _ _ __

E. Sidewalk grade changes should be clearly marked.
5 4 3
2
Comments and problem locations:

1

---------------------

F. Sidewalks and pathways should be well lighted.
5 4 3

1
Comments and problem locations: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2

G. Stairways in public walkways should have handrails.
5 4 3
2

1

Comments and problem locations: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

H. Extreme grades (hills, etc.) should be dealt with effectively to enable access.
5 4 3 2 1
Comments and problem locations: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I. Walkways and curb cuts should be clear of drainage grates.
5 4 3
2

1
Comments and problem locations: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __



~
~
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J. Crosswalks should be conveniently located and clearly marked.
5 4 3
2

1
Comments and problem locations: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~
~

~
~
~

K There should be curb cuts at crosswalks and intersections.
5 4 3
2
Comments and problem locations:

~

1

----------------------

""'~""
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L. Crossing signals should provide sufficient time to cross.
1
5 4 3
2
Comments and problem locations: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

M. Wide intersections should be provided with pass-through, pedestrian refuge islands.
5 4 3 2 1
Comments and problem locations: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

N. Busy intersections should have audible crossing signals to help those with poor
vision.
1
2
5
4
3
Comments and problem locations: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

II. Public Sign age and Wayfinding

A. Signs should be easy to read, with sharply contrasting images and backgrounds.
5 4 3 2 1
Comments and problem locations:

-----------------------------

B. Signs should clearly indicate major destinations.
5 4 3
Comments and problem locations:

2

1

------------------------------

c. Important pedestrian routes should be well defined.
1
Comments and problem locations: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

5 4 3

2

D. Signs should provi(le clear directional guidance to motorists.
1
Comments and problem locations: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

5 4 3

2

E. Traffic circulation patterns should minimize wayfinding confusion.

5 4 3 2 1
Comments and problem locations: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

III. Public Amenities
~

A. Benches should be provided to .allow rest.

5 4 3

1
2
Comments and problem locations: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~

""""
~
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B. Parks/plazas should be located in the area and be designed to facilitate socializing.
5
4
3
2
I
Comments and problem locations:

C. Drinking fountains should be provided. .

5 4 3

2
I
Comments and problem locations: _ _ _ _- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

'""'"
~

~

D. Accessible public telephones should be available (e~,pecially at transit stations).
5
4
3 2 1
Comments and problem locations: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

IV. Transit
A. The area should be well served by transit.
1
2
5 4 3
Comments and problem locations: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---:--_ _ _ _ _ _- _

~

B. Transit stops should be conveniently located.
1
5 4 3
2
Comments and problem locations: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

c. Transit stops should have shelters and benches.
5
4
3
2
1
Comments and problem locations: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

"

D. Transit stops should be easily seen and well lighted.
5
4
3
2
1
Comments and problem locations: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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v.

Neighborhood Services

Please check

I

(-0 which ofthe following services are located in the area.
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Primary importance:

Ii

D Grocery store
DBank
DPharmacy
D Senior center
D Churches
DHousing
D A variety of shops/services (bakeries, dry cleaners, clothing stores, etc.)

~l

Ii
~

ti
~.

~

~
~
~

Secondary importance:

~

D Barberlbeauty shop
D Post office
DLibrary

~

DPark
D Community center/swimming pool
DCinema
D Restaurant/coffee shop
D Medical/dental clinics
D Residential care facility/nursing home

~

~
~
~
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Comments and suggestions_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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